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Dear Editor,

For a long time d have been

more broad and vast than the

bf thinking as

;

-

;

i. byikegovemment, hasbeenabig
revelatiQn to me. Various isMes h

for instance, that there can be
cenmnfuryiomerd^

Since theiime oftheRioSum-
mit, a pkrase hasgot stuck m my

l neverknew there couldbe some-
thing like ‘sustainable tourism’.

'

. . ai* i> ..

Errata: The illustrated chart in

yffCougffi

4-The LastPeriphery;Tmmsm in

. Ms. ytlsM: -

-:.v (mtisidny^-sin^el^

Dear Editor,

I had read about SPIC-MACAY.

However, I had the fortune of experi-

encing it lastweekwhen the local chap-

ter hosted my lecture on New Light on

Geeta Govindam.

Truly, this isa wonderful movement.

Later, as I read the complimentary

copies ofyour magazine, THE EYE, 1

was thrilled to see so many like minded

souls writing on topics close to jny

heart. My work here in the United

States, covers not only the teaching of

dance and music but also educating

and encouraging the practice ofIndian

crafts and promoting the study of the

scriptures and philosophy

.

/ pray that

this movement may never lose sight of

its original goal as it grows.

Vasanti Gopinath Jayaswal

7867, Yorktown Avenue

Los Angeles

California 900045

.

Dear Editor,

Thank you for the last issue ofTHE
EYE in which tourism is thefocus. It is

a very interesting and enlightening is-

sue and one can see the bright and dark

side of tourism. We are working for

Hozaribagh to be declared a Green

District, as cm eco-cultural reserve . The

Hozaribagh region is, asyou know, very

rich in natural and cultural heritage.

We have discovered and highlighted

several importantPaleoarchaeological

and historic sites including important

Buddhist sites, of note being the

Sitagarha Buddhist Complex which is

being badly bombed by the Border Se-

curity Force in an adjacent area ofthe

hill. The ASIhas come andfiled a report

but to no avail. The bombing continues.

Bulu Imam
Human Ecology Centre

(The Grove-

P.O Hozaribagh

Bihar 825301

.

Dear Editor,

I read Mr. A.G Krishna Menons
article in THE EYE on Pg.37 of your

issue on Tourism. Below the photo-

graph ofPatwaon Ki Haveli onpg.38 it

has been mentioned that
4

the photo-

graph has been taken from a place

where another haveli stood and it was
broken tofacilitate viewing by tourists '

.

Thisstatementofthe writerisabsolutely

wrong, false and not based on facts

.

I was the District Magistrate

,

Jaisalmer, during 1980-81 and all the

encroachments falling on the way
leading to the haveli and those around

the haveli were removed by me. No
haveli has been broken either in

Jaisalmer or at the above place. All the

unauthorised constructions etc. were

removedand theplace was made even.

The removalofthese constructionswere

praised in all quarters.

The writerhasnotgotcomplete infor-

mation and in his enthusiasm has stated

that the other haveli has been demol-

ished to facilitate viewing by tourists.

I hope you will correct this mistake

and inform the writer that it is one. I

have tried hard to maintain the beauty

ofoldmonuments in Jaisalmerandhave
removed encroachments to facilitate

good transport systems. It is true that by

the removal ofencroachments, viewing

ofmonuments has been facilitated.

Satyanarayan Singh

Member Secretary

Rajasthan State Backward Class

Commission.

REJOINDER

Dear Editor,

Apropos to the reference made to

the alleged error inmy article, this is to

confirm that I stand by my statement

and that a couple of old homes were

indeed demolished to create space in

front of Patwaon Ki Haveli. I under-

stand from reliable sources that this

was done in connection with Shri

Sanjeeva Reddy's visit to Jaisalmer

and may have occured before the in-

cumbency of the writer who brought

the matter to your attention.

A.G.Krishna Menon
N-84, Panchshila Park,

New Delhi 110017.
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EDITORIAL

In the whirligig ofliving in the post-modern amusement park, not many ofus are

inclined to walk the quiet outer edge of the park and ponder on a word that has

cropped up all too often - dharma. Now, thisword isnotas mystifyingor intimidating

as it is made out to be. Infact, as we read article after article which we put together

for this issue, the meaning got clearer, and what do you know, simpler too.

Whatemergedfirst ofall was that the quintessential nature ofthe culture ofIndia

seemed to lie not so much in the visible evolutions of its artforms, dress orfood, but

in the unique process ofenquiry into the human condition, or the order of life, as it

were. It alsoseemed that thepeoplewho livednear the Sindhu river, now categorised

as Hindus, as one of our authors, Vishnu Bhat reminds us, had all the time in the

world to create notso much an ordained orprescribed religion calledHinduism, but

to stand at the edge of life's mysteries and lookfor secrets beyond.

The simple truth ofthe word ‘dharma ’ is that it has elements ofconcepts oflaw,

righteousness, duty and basic morality. Chaturvedi Badrinath in his essay, links

dharma to universal responsibility which also includes a state ofanswerableness.

This answerableness to oneself, as opposed to a central god-figure in the Semitic

tradition, is unique to Buddhism and the so called ‘Hindu’ tradition.

Naturally, an enquiry intodharma would behoovean examination into the nature

citizenship is mere patriotism to the nation-state or does it entail a development of

the human self?

Sir Thomas Taylor said, “There are, ofcourse, moral duties which the law will

enforce. But beyond the sphere ofduty which is legally enforceable, there is a vast

range of significant behaviour in which the law does not and ought not to

intervene. . . .Now thisfeeling ofobedience to the unenforceable is the very opposite

oftheattitude thatwhatever is technicallypossible is allowable. . . . Thispowerofself-

discipline is the very opposite of the fatal arrogance which asserts, whether in

government, science, industry or personal behaviour, that whatever is technically

possible is licit....
”

The summary of Taylor’s words is....dharma.

THE EYE VOL. II NO.5
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TAO -A CONCEPT

A Concept and the

Ultimate Power of

Perfection

NANDITHA RAMPRASAD

£ T ^ he Tao that can be told is not the Eternal Tao\
^ I These are the opening words of Lao-Tzu’s

Tao-te-ching. In other words, the concept of

‘Tao’ cannot be explained at the level ofthe mind. On the

other hand one has to go through the process of unifica-

tion with the unknown, although it literally means ‘The

way to go’. (Before I proceed I must state that ‘Tao’ is a

concept full of paradoxes and that one must necessarily

bear this in mind in order to avoid confusions ofany kind.)

Tao is that elusive, invisible force which is responsible

for the functioning of the universe. All earthly and

heavenly harmony is achieved because of the power of

Tao. What then can one attribute disharmony to? Simply

this: the absence of Tao. Therefore it is said that

Tao is ever inactive

andyet there is nothing it does not do.

The most important aspect ofTao however, is the fact

that it is an extremely quiet entity, one that requires a

highly trained intuition in order to grasp it.

What is intuition? Intuition is one’s capability to

sense, and therefore grasp that which is invisible to the

senses. This particular power originates in the right brain,

which is the seat of one’s creativity. Therefore a direct

relationship can be drawn between Tao and creativity.

One, ofcourse, must take care not to forget that it is Tao,

the ultimate and the unknown, which designs and creates

all things. Therefore we can see that it is a very closely

linked chain.

If Tao is the ultimate power of perfection, then one

might wonder why we cannot or rather do not associate

‘prayer’ with it. Yes, Tao is the ultimate godhead. There

is, however, just one problem. It being merely a concept,

the human mind is incapable of relating to it. Our

compulsive need to personify a concept and therefore be

able to relate to it is one ofmany human limitations. For

what is ‘god’ but the personification of the ultimate

power of perfection? The minute one personifies, there

comes into existence a duality of ‘you and I’ which

becomes irrelevant in relation to the Tao because it

associates, essentially , the unification or oneness with the

unknown.

Because the eye gazes hut can catch no glimpse of it

It is called elusive

Because the ear listens but cannot hear it

It is called rarefied

Because the handfeelsfor it but cannotfind it

It is called infinitesimal

These three because they cannot be further scrutinized

blend into one

Tao begets one; one begets two; two begets three; all

things

Therefore the sage embraces are one

%
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passage

ofa

pilgrim

ANEES JUNG

W hen I heard the news of
his death I was not
surprised. For Vaikom

Muhammed Bashirwas anold man,
ah ill man. But I sensed an infinite

sadness, the kind I would not have
felt even at the passing away of
someone bound tomemechanically
by blood or lineage.

I met Bashir only once. He was
not what I expected - a sedate
Muslim gentleman, spouting

;

respectable inanities. There was
j

something wild about him - his !

appearance, his manner, his
unconventional but true
understanding of life. He was as
different from the Muslim men of
my background as the coconut
palms ofKerala are from the sturdy
tamarind trees of the Deccan.

He^lked about things that were
true, that are part of every life but
are never articulated. He gave them
a voice, wrote what he saw with his

heart, in a language that came to

him naturally,that everyone around
him claimed and lived by. Unlike
his greatgrandfatherwhocamefrom
Arabia, but never read or wrote
Malayalam despite marryinga local
woman from Vaikom, or his father

Sheikh Abdul Qader, who when
angry swore in Arabic, not in

Malayalam. In those days Muslims
did not study Malayalam which
they felt was the language ofkafirs.
Bashir was among the first of his

generation who read it at school.

He filled his free hours reading
Malayalam novels. Baffled by the fact

that all evil characters in fiction were
Muslim,when hisown fatherand uncles

ry-

E

were such good men, Bashir decided
thathewould growuptobeawriter.He
first wrote some 50 years ago -

beginningwithpoliticalpamphlets,then

short stories. I have not read Bashir in

th^ language he wrote and dreamed.
Yet, even in translation his voice rings

loudand clear. Readinghis earlyclassic

,

Childhood Friend, I have wondered if

Majid, the young hero who lost Suhra,
his childhood love, was not Bashir
himself. And the prisoner in Adoor
Gopalakrishnan’s film based on his

short story, Walls, where Bashir so
poignantly evokes the dilemma and
glory of love that, like a slow bud,
flowers gently between a man and
woman, both prisoners, separated by a
prison wall. Was the man who wove
these simple tales of love a romantic?
Nursing fragmented images of the
wnter, I went to meet the man whom
everyone lovingly called the Sultan of
Beypore.

I arrived in Beypore with a sense of
awe. I stumbled through the dark lane
that stopped abruptly at a grill gate. I

clanged it, eager to enter.

Ayoungboyemerged
and bade me in. Instead

of taking me up to the

house he turned into the

\ garden that seemedmore
V like a primeval forest. A
\ Vl light flashed on my face

{k \\ leavingmeunnerved. All

around was silence,

\i\\\ sharpenedby the chipped
sounds of cicadas.
Where are we, I

exclaimed, stumbling

\ over a pile of books.

q \ y
1 “This is my office ,” said

Ji a man’s hoarse voice.

/ 7 The torch flashed again.

I Crouched in a canvas

J chair was Bashir,*
shirtless, a fragile old

man with a stark lived-

in face. Around him
scattered, were books, a

pile of newspapers, a
table lamp with a long
cord that curved under
my feet like a still snake
sending a chill up my

spine, and in the distance, a cassette

recorder playing softly a ghazal of
Mehdi Hassan. “I do not understand
the words but I understand the tune,”
he said in a manner ofexplanation. “I

cannot seeyou inthe dark,” Imumbled.
“Could we go into the house?” He spat
on the ground, cleared his throat,

coughed for a long time. “There are

cobras in the forest,” he said
heightening my discomfort. Then
picking up his books and the torch, he
led the way towards the house, a small

unpretentious structure with a broad
verandahand aparapetwherehe settled

down, his legs crossed. I saw his frail

frame silhouetted in the half light that

trickled out of an inner room. As he
talked, the frame gained dimensions,
became larger than life.

“I believe in happiness,” he began.
“It is a condition without pain.” And it

comes, I realised, only after knowing
the nature of pain which Bashir had

THE EYE VOL. II N0.5
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savoured in good measure. He ran

away from home when he was 14 and
walked from Vaikom all the way to

Emakulam fromwhere he took a train,

without a ticket, to Calicut Those
were the heady days of the freedom

struggle. Bashir joined the Indian

National Congress, took part in the

saltsatyagraha ,was beaten andjailed.
Later, inspired by Bhagat Singh he
formed a terrorist group and started

writing political pamphlets spouting

fire and fury. That too passed. He then

left Keralaand travelled all over India,

sometimes as a Hindu mendicant,

sometimes as a wandering/a/h'r. “We
are all travellers,” he hummed. In the

distance the sea hissed as if echoing

his words. “We all come from
somewhere, and go away to some
unknown place. We are on this earth as

representatives ofGod fora short stay

.

It is here we find our heaven and hell.”

“Have you found your heaven?”, I

asked. “You saw me sitting in the

darkness. I like to sit alone, quietly.

There isnectar in silence , ineverything

God has created, these trees, shrubs

and flowers. To be in harmony with

them is to be happy. I write about this

beauty and goodness. I am a child of
nature. I never believed in wearing

many clothes. I am a sort ofrishi” he
laughed, coughing again for a long

time. “I must give you my stories,” he
said,staring into the darkness and then

going into the half-lit room. Amidst
stacks of books that tumbled on the

ground, he searched for his stories.

“They are all being eaten by white

ants,” he called out, as if he was
summoning his wife, a ladyhe married

late in life.

“It is good you have come,” he
continued. “Otherwise I would never

have found out...”

Courtesy: The Pioneer

Anees Jung is a well known
columnist and writer. She has

travelled extensively in India and
manyofherstoriesareaboutsimple,
rural women. She lives in Delhi.

RADHA SEKHAR

I
ndian classical theatre and its con-

noisseurs bemoan the death of
Appukuttan Nair, a true upasaka, a
perfectionist in aestheticsand a silent

doer. By profession an engineer (he

retired as Public Health Chief Engi-

neer), diis scion of the aristocratic

Ambalapatt family of Central
Travancore, was literally bom to the

accompaniment of the chenda,
maddalam and ilathaiam. He later

lived his life entirely for die develop-

ment and promotion of the Indian

classical theatre ofKerala - Kathakali

and Kutiyattam.

Kutiyattam, the forerunner of
Krishnattam, Ramanattam and
Kathakali, is the only living

classical theatre where die

actors speak, in Sanskrit ac-

cording to the Sanskrit tradi-

tion^ofcenturies ago, whenit

was the spoken language of
the country. It later merged
with the local vernacular lan-

guage, Malayalam, but still

retained its classicity.

When Appukuttan Nair
was a member of Kalaman-
dalaminCheruthuruthyinthe

sixties, Kutiyattam was on its

last legs. He started

Kutiyattam there withjusttwo

students. Gradually, more
schools wereopened withstal-

warts likeAmmanurMadhava
ChakyarandManiMadhava Chakyar
as teachers. But Nair’s greatest

achievement was MARGI, the

gurukulam started by him for the

traditional impartingofKathakali and

Kutiyattam. MARGI has produced

gems like Vijayakumar, Madhu,
Inchakkadu Ramachandran Pillai,

polished tobrilliancebyteacherslike

Kaiamandalam Krishnan Nair and
Mankulam Vishnu Namboodiri. The
dying art of Nangiarkoothu, the fe-

male ‘wing’ of Kutiyattam was
brought to life again by Appukuttan

Nair. Sati and Usha, both ofMARGI
are outstanding artistes today.

Engineering and aesthetics, a rare

combination, found their paramount
blending in this supremely artistic

personality. He delved deep into an-

cient texts like the the Tantrasa-

nmchayaandShilpaShastraand trans-

lated into reality our priceless theatre

construction heritage. The kootham-

balam at Cheruthuruthy and later, at

Kalakshetra, Madras, in association

with Rukmini Devi Arundale, bear

testimony to the genius and dedica-

tion ofthis self-effacing and extraor-

dinary personality. He was elected to

die executive council of the Kendra
Sangeet Natak Akademi.

He added new dimensions in the

stage presentation of Nalacharitam,

BanayuddhamJJarakasuravadham
and so on; Old plays which had van-

ished from the performance schedule

Centre: Appukuttan Nair

for over half a century, like,

Vichinnabhishekam and Kharava-
dham were being revived by him.

Appukuttan Nair did the same thing

with Kutiyattam. The Ascharyac-

hudamani Acts, acknowledged to be

the last word in acting and histrionics

were honed to perfection. The pre-

vailing Kutiyattam repertoire which
could hardly span twenty five nights

ofperformance was extended tomore
than a hundred nights.

The bearded, ochre-clad figure with

sparkling eyes, explaining Sanskrit

verseseveryFridayat the natyagrahaat

Valiasala will be sorely mused.

Will there ever be another like him?



TRIBUTES

Krishna
Chaitanya

RAGHAVA R. MENON

K rishna Chaitanya used to be
likened in his lifetime to men

like Thomas Mann and Aldous
Huxley and for good reason too.

For, while it is true that he was a

writer of forbidding erudition and
penetration, forty books in as many
years, during which he also worked
as a government employee on the

usual nine to five basis and much
beyond regimen until he retired, it

was not his books alone that give us

a rounded viewofthis extraordinary
man and his work.

In his books he pondered on sev-

eral facets of the human predica-

ment, from the nature of freedom...

from its physics and chemistry to the
transcendence and splendour which
is the true destination of its seeker.

He roamed freely in the widening

empire ofthe human condition from
every direction ofthe compass. For
example, he believed that it must be

possible to call your ideas and
thoughts to account for in their ap-

plication to life as lived. For, he used

to say, that if a man lived on the

salary and perks of service to an

institution, however exalted, he has

lived in vain. For in that protected

womb of his service rules, he can

never know the nature and order of
the universe of which he is inhabit-

ant. The good householder, in the

meaning of Gurdjieff, can come to

exist only as a free-lancer. He la-

mented this fact of life, even as he
lived it. He believed that only a free-

lancer knows that there is a benefi-

cence that supports and helps it on to

a true finding. He pointed out that

when you have an insurance, you
never grow to accept the risk of life

and interpreted the Draupadi
vastraharan episode of the

Mahabharata as the development of

Draupadi in those few moments of the
assault on her modesty, from the fearful

service officerto the courage ofthe free-

lancer when she abandoned the grip on
her garment and let Krishna do the rest.

Krishna Chaitanya’s prodigious

reach into science, Greek, Latin and

other languages gave him a startling

penetration into man’s ground state

awareness of himself and the world

around him. This awareness and its

incompleteness bothered him. For ex-

ample, he used to say in the fifties, that

modem physics is already grazing the

outer membranes of the Upanishads

and one day, very soon, it will collide

headlong with it or be absorbed in it.

This was twenty years before Fritjof

Capra and Isaac Asimov and the au-

thors ofThe Life OfA Cell and the Wu-
Li Masters brought a new angle and
language into modem physics.

Chaitanya was as much a master of

Malayalam literature as he was of En-
glish. He used to wonder why tradi-

tional societies were shy with prose,

preferring poetry to the hard slap of
prose. Plato went so far as to say that the

art ofwriting would atrophy the brain’s

power to retain and keep fresh the direct

grasp without mediation

of the reality around.

Krishna Chaitanya be-

lieved that prose devel-

oped in communities at

the terminal stage of the

evolution of the human
species. For, when you
write prose,you call a wit-

ness. You can be pinned

down to what you wrote.

You were suddenly made
responsible for what was
merely a creative act of

the moment. In the old

days it was bad enough
that people wrote always

in poetry which distanced

the writer from the mean-
ing ofhis writing, but they

would make one more
transfer of responsibility

by making a parrot say the

piece or make Ganesha
the stenographer of a dic-

tation. Richard Burton
mentions somewhere,
how as a young man

launched into acting, he found it diffi-

cult to play his role unless he was buried

underwig and beard and moustaches. In

his street clothes he was always tongue

tied and fluffed his lines. Chaitanya was
prolific in his writing besides his basic

contribution in the Trilogy ofFreedom,
The Mahabharata and the Bhagavad

Gita, the moral predicament and the

predicament of truth. The realpolitik

that many people perceive in the buried

throb of the Gita was the issue of truth

and the kerbside morality ofman in his

social and moral continuum.

It was a rich life he lived, a life that

had been hijacked by a mind that was as

fecund as a piece ofearth after the rains,

lusting into bloom. There is a great

stillness and an eerie quiet after his

passing. It will take some time before

we are able to take stock of his rich

contribution to the world of the mind.

Dr. Raghava Menon is m eminent

musicologist, critic and miter. He
has written several boob on music

and is a scholar on several other

Delhi. % -
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TRIBUTES

Ustad
Zahiruddin Dagar

RUKMINI SEKHAR

I
used to learn from him, but much
more than music. Bamaji, as Ustad

Zahiruddin Dagar was affectionately

known to both his students and family

taught me about sacrifice and familial

love. When the door closed behind us

for an hour of music lesson, Bamaji

would take me into acharmed world of

the most austere music, ascending step

by step up the ladder of notes till the

raga wove and meandered its way
through our beings. He would weave a

spell and create an aura ofsheer musi-

cal devotion. My mind, often flitting

like a mad monkey, would be tugged

to attention by a gentle cough. For

most part ofthe session, Bamaji’s eyes

would be closed and finally, when
they did open, it was to announce the

end of the class.

Suddenly, we lost contact. I got

busy with new work and pressures

were high. Yet, we somehow never

lost musical contact. Every time we
met after one ofhis concerts,we would
pickup where we left off, he with a pat

on my head and me with a slight sense

of guilt at not going for my riyaz.

Thus to see Bamaji lying there in

his final shroud, grey and frail, gave

me a sense of disconnection. The mu-

sician had ceased to be but more im-

portantly, was the cause of Dhrupad

whose dyingburdenthe manhad shoul-

dered bravely in the face of so much
opposition. The musical form of

Dhrupad was Bamaji’s life force - a

force so powerful that he stayed sin-

gle, never having married lest his at-

tention got divided. He wedded him-

ZahiruddinDagar

self to his brother Faiyazuddin’s fam-

ily with whomhe lived, nurturingthem

gently and firmly. After the latter’s

death in 1989, Bamaji became every-

thing to them. So, the heart wrenching

grief with which the family mourned

him was not surprising.

The Dagars are going one by one.

Theirs is a priceless legacy of devo-

tion and determination,namely that of

sustaining an ancient and powerful

system ofmusic that was all too ready

to join the ranks of extinct art forms.

Dhrupad is a demanding task master

who enjoins its practitioners to a cer-

tain austerity of attitude and style,

relinquishing the more populistic mien

that khayal enjoys. A dhrupadiya is a

very special person who having

endured the angst of rejection, still

performs with dignity, for Dhrupad

is all dignity.

Zahiruddin and Faiyazuddin

performed together in the

jugalbandhi style,

that is they sang as a

duo. While Faiyazu-

ddin had a sweeter,

more melliflous

voice, Zahiruddin’s

was slightly gritty

and rasping. Yet,

sweetness of voice

has never been the

prime ingredient or

requirement in Indi-

an classical music.

This has always been

subservient to wis-

dom and devotion,

style and technique,

all ofwhichwere the

distinguishing fea-

tures of Bamaji’s

music.

ZahiruddinDagar

represented the nine-

teenth generation of

ibeDagpdhrupadiyas.

He had to do justice

to thereputationofsuch distinguished

musicians like his grandfather,

Allah Bande Khan, father,

Nasiruddin Dagar, his uncles,

Rahimuddin and Husainuddin and

brothers,Moinuddinand Aminuddin.

Bamaji had a soft and gentle

approach towards people, not to

mention humorous. Very often, he

would, in the middle ofriyaz,juggle

with a musical phrase so that it

appearedawkward and funny. Crick-

et was another love of his and dis-

cussions ofscores would occupy the

post riyaz hour.

Zahiruddin Dagar will remain in

our memories as a bhdkta , a teacher

and a pujdri of Dhrupad.
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Order of Life

& Essence of

Indian Civilisation

gious and political perceptions) that the

modem, educated,thinkingclassescame
to possess was the one that had been

created for them by a set ofpeople who
had nothing to do with their culture and

world view. All these constitute the

successive chapters of medieval and

modem Indian history and affect Indian

life more today than ever before.

In recent years, there have been as-

sumptions that there is something called

Hinduism, that Hinduism is the na-

tional form of Indian religion, that In-

dian civilisation is purely Hindu
civilisation, that in all its movements it

is primarily religious and that, its chief

direction being other-worldly, it is radi-

Thepurpose ofthis

article is to demon-

strate how wrong

words, ifused regu-

larly, cut us offfrom

that deeper energy

which runs through

the lives ofindividuals

and makes them cling

together in one large

society called human-

ity. For reasons of
space this article will

be published in two

parts. Part 11 will be

in continued in the

next issue.

VISHNU BHAT

cally world-denying. These have been

the assumptions behind practically

the whole of Western thinking on

India. Each one ofthem is a huge

misconception. What is, however,

astonishing is that they have also

become the assumptions behind

much of the modem Indian think-

ing on India. Given a proper un-

derstanding of what the founders

of Indian civilisation were talking

about, one must say that these

modemassumptions (orrathermis-

conceptions) have succeeded in

concealingfrom ourview,the main

issues that arose in Indian life -

issues which could be seen as re-

flecting the main issues ofhuman
life almost everywhere.

The notion that Indian

civilisation is Hindu civilisation

carried within itself a reversal of

themain directionoflndianthought

which flowed from one centre - the

concept of Dharma. Of all the

consequences that subsequently

followed that reversal, three may
be mentioned.

First, whereas in all its move-

ments the evident concern of In-

dian civilization was with the hu-

those words, the same words gave them man condition, it now came to be por-

PARTI an identity which was the very opposite trayed as a religion ofthe people called

I
ndia is unique in so far as it pro-

vides an excellent example ofhow
invading foreigners have, for pur-

poses of their own understanding, cre-

ated a set ofwords to describe a people

as well as a world view that was alien

and incomprehensible to them. When,
in the course oftime

,
the natives adopted

of the one that their own traditions had

given them. It was an identity that

changed not only their perceptions of

themselves but also their perceptions of

others. Gradually, their methods ofcon-

templating the world also seem to have

changed. As a result, the only intellec-

tual framework (a framework in which

they would now have their social, reli-

Hindus and, therefore, something lim-

ited, one of the religions among the

various religions of the world.

Secondly, though essentially secular

in their nature, and demonstrably uni-

versal, the ancient Indian perceptions of

the human condition now came to be

seen as a particular form of theodicy;

and since the theodicy was seen as
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ORDER OF LIFE

‘Hindu’ and ‘Hindus’ as *a majority’, it

followed that any group that did not

accept the elements of Hindu theodicy

was ‘a minority’ and a religious minor-

ity at that.

Thirdly, starting with the wrong pre-

mises - which were not resisted - that

Hinduism is the religion ofthe majority

in India, the British soon worked out

their political implications, which were

uncritically accepted by persons like

Gopalkrishna Gokhale, so much so that

the notion of ‘minority’ was firmly es-

tablished in a society where the main

concern was always with the universal

order enfolding human destiny and, as

such, where the question of ‘majority’

in modem India can be directly traced.

The above argument is tenable, for if

it were true that Indian civilisation was

Hindu civilization, would it not be a

legitimate question for Indian Muslims

to ask: “Have we made no contribution

at all to the growth of civilisation in

India ?” The Indian Christians of the

Marthomite order can also legitimately

raise a similar question. Muslims have

been an integral part ofIndia for nearly

eight centuries, and the Syrian Chris-

tians (who are also the most ancient

Christians ofthe world), for nearly nine-

teen centuries. How, then, will their

question be answered ? Moreover, the

Buddhists and the Jains ofIndia are not

Hindus, and, of late, the Sikhs have

begun asserting that they also are not.

The most interesting irony ofit all is that

those who are called Hindus are not

Hindus either. The concept, ifwe rightly

understand the character of Indian

thought, is a remorseless product of

what were, from the time oftheir incep-

tion, 'wrong words’ leading, by a series

of wrong steps as well as by insensible

degrees, to a false consciousness.

The true identity of Indian civiliza-

tion has been Dharmic and not Hindu.

The word ‘Hindu’ itself is not to be

found in any of the ancient or even

medieval Indian texts. The word was

coined, perhaps, for the first time by the

The truth, however, is

that the thinkers of

ancient India were

addressing themselves

not to the ‘Hindus

instead they were

concerned with

S ‘mankind’, with the

o ordering ofhuman life.

* It is afact of

tiprofoundest significance.

The Syrian Christians hav£

been in Indiafor nineteen

centuries

and ‘minority’ simply did

never exist at any time in

the past. And once estab-

lished, an altogether new
kind of conflict was
brought about between

‘majority’ and ‘minority’,

and that too for numerical

reasons alone. Psychologi-

cally, it tended to degrade

both alike. It is to these

reversals,whichtooksome
time to manifest them-

selves, that most ofthe so-

cial violence and disorder

Muslims have been an integralpart of

Indiafor nearly eight centuries

invading Arabs in the 8th

century A.D. The word as

used by the Arabs was
clearly a geographical de-

scriptionofthosewho lived

beyond the river Sindhu

(Indus) and carried with it

no religious connotation.

The truth, however, is that

the thinkers of ancient In-

dia were addressing them-

selves not to the ‘Hindus’;

instead they were con-

cerned with ‘mankind’,

with the ordering of hu-

i^man life. It is a fact of

^profoundest significance

but, unfortunately, hardly

perceived nowadays, that
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ancient Indians did not

give themselves any spe-

cific identity, national or

religious, which would

make them distinct from

the rest ofhumanity. The
only identity that they

gavethemselves - an iden-

tity which only empha-
sized the fact of their be-

ing one with all living

beings - was in terms of

dharma which, according
tothem stood forthe iden-

tity of man everywhere.

Norwas there any such

thing as ‘Hinduism’,

much less a national form

of it. The Catholic mis-

sionaries of the sixteenth

centurymanufactured the

The questions that ought to he asked are: What is dharma? What is the

nature ofhuman order? What are the origins ofadharma?

Some well meaning
modem thinkers are likely

to argue that the words

‘Hindu’ and ‘Hinduism’

have been in use for a

long time and cannot be

abandoned overnight

without inviting confu-

sion. The question here is

not one ofwords but that

of substance. Rather, the

question is whether these

words have not, besides

obscuring from our pur-

view, the ancient Indian

understanding of human
life, also altered our po-

litical and moral percep-

tions today. We seem to

have moved away from

dharma at a time when
word ‘Hinduism’ which gave rise to a

total misunderstanding of Indian cul-

ture mainly due to two reasons: (1)

‘Hinduism’ was an instance ofa misno-
mer, (2) the concept of religion grafted

on to it amounted to putting one on a

doubly false track. Hence every account

of what was called ‘Hinduism’ was
bound to suffer from the fallacy of
wrong identity. IfWestern scholars and
missionaries found it painfully difficult

to keep any one definition of it from
being rendered false even by a single

fact, it was because they found them-

selves thrown into a desperate condition

by what they perceived as the presence

of conflicting beliefs and faiths. Trying

to solve the problem, they sought a

common name which, they thought,

would somehow put an end to the mad-
dening diversity; of faith and living in

India. There has thus beenadouble error
ofidentity

,
the first ofwhich can be seen

in the act ofgathering the diverse faiths

,

beliefs and practices under a fictitious

denomination called ‘Hinduism’,
whereas the second consists in taking g
thatHinduism to be a religion. It must be g
noted that this error still persists. *

The very first step towards under- £
standing the main concepts of Indian

civilisation, and thereby the human situ-

ation in all its diverse concreteness,

must be to see that its most fundamental
concept is dharma and dharma is not

religion. Dharma is order inherent in

life. The questions that ought to be

asked are : What is dharma ? What is the

nature of human order ? What are the

origins ofhuman disorder ? Or, in other

words,what are the origins ofadharmal
Instead ofaskingthese questions,people

have been asking, what is Hindusim - a

question that could never be answered

for one cannot define what is non-exis-

tent. The contrived answers have only

served to take us away from the most

detailed and profound analysis of hu-

man personality that was worked out for

centuries not by Hindu thinkers, but by

dharmic thinkers.

t t 1 t

The concept ofdharma

is indisputably a

secular view of life

and not a religious

one.

we need it most. Even Vivekananda and
Gandhi spoke of ‘Hindu dharma ’ as the

essence of Indian civilisation, which,

moreover, they considered to be reli-

gious in nature. Further, they saw reli-

gion as the true genius ofIndia. There is

no misunderstanding more serious in

nature than the supposition that Indian

culture is fundamentally religious in the

sense in which the words ‘religion’ and

‘religious’ have been understood in the

West - beliefin God, a central revelation

ofGod, a messenger of that revelation,

an ‘authentic book’ containing the life

and sayings ofthat messenger, a central

code of commandments, a corpus of

ecclesiastical laws meant to regulate

opinion and behaviour and a central

priesthood to supervise that regulation.

Dharma is evidently none ofthese. It is,

on the contrary, profoundly secular.

The word ‘secular’ hashowever,been

misunderstood. It conveys either an at-

titude of anti-religion or that of equal

respect for all religions. The first atti-

tude has been mindless as the second has

been insincere. Indian culture is essen-

tially secular in the sense that its views

of man as well as of the world are

derived not from anything outside the

world but from the inherent nature of

man, which carries within itself both

‘immortality’ and ‘death’ and the hu-

man privilege to choose the one or the

other. All Indian explanations of man
are evidently located in man himself, in

the very structure of his being. The
concept ofdharma enshrines the totality
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P.T.

REDDY

of those explanations, and dharma is

indisputably a secular view of life and

not a religious one.

Dharma
,
in actual fact, cuts across

the very polarity that exists, according

to the West, between religion and secu-

larism. This polarity has deeply affected

and still continues to affect, the history

ofthe modem west.

It must be observed that in the wake
oftheEnlightenment ,the religious-secu-

lar controversy had aroused such dis-

turbing passions that ifaviewwas secu-

lar, it was considered to be fiercely anti-

religious. A secular view of life, which

was diametrically opposed to the view

of Christianity, in turning into an ‘ism’

soon became an ideology from which

everyhuman striving that was not ofthe

material world alone was resolutely

eliminated. This is not the case with the

dharmic thought of India. The Indian

mind never thought in terms ofcontest-

ing polarities of the ‘either- or’ order.

Therefore, it would be yet another in-

stance ofmisunderstanding if the state-

ment that dharma is profoundly secular

is taken to mean that it is, for that reason,

anti-religion.

The real problem is that of convey-

ing a fundamental concept of one cul-

that ofstanding, ifthat

were possible, at the edge

ofthe universe and looking

into the mysteries beyond

to takefull measure of

human life itselfand its

meaning.

.ture to the followers ofanother. Present-

ing the first halfofthis problem, Macro
Pallis, in his book entitled, A Buddhist

Spectrum , says, ‘ The word dharma
which the Indian traditions have ren-

mmTi

dered familiar,hasno

!

really adequate
counterpart in the ter-

minology of Euro-

pean langua-

ges Today, one is

feelingthislackmore

than ever, because

the truths to which

dharma corresponds

in the field of meta-

physical ideas and

spiritual and even

social applicability

'

||p
are among the onesB which, by the ques-

tions they raise, are

» troubling peoples’

minds most acutely

at this moment’.

I
Those questions

range from the most

physical to the most

spiritual parts of hu-

man life. For many it

is a question, in the

The war ofdharma

first place, of life itself, of keeping

oneself alive, of escaping the deathly

spasms ofhunger, disease and the kill-

ing of one man by another. For some,

the question is that of freedom from

fear for fear debases human worth. For

yet others, the question is that of ob-

taining knowledge of the structure of

being, ofthe relationship between self-

love and love of others, of the ends of

life. For some, it is bringing these into

relationships with law and political

power. For some others the question is

that ofstanding, ifthat were possible, at

the edge of the universe and looking

into the mysteries beyond to take full

measure of human life itself and its

meaning. For some others still, it is not

that of exploring the beyond, but the

here and now ofhuman nature, ofcop-

ing with, and making sense of human
degradation, suffering,humiliation, loss

of love, loneliness and self-defeat. Ev-

erydiscussionofthe meaningofdharma
turns out to be a discussion ofthese and

many other questions. But after these

questions are discussed, debated and

answered, one more question still re-

mains, namely that of overcoming the

human condition. This is to be achieved

in transcendence throughnumerous acts

ofdaily living and relationships. This is

the ultimate dharma.

The Mahabharata defines dharma in

the following ways:

• ‘Dharma is so called because it sus-

tains, upholds the people; hence, what-

ever sustains is dharma .’

• ‘ Dharma is propounded with the aim

of securing the good of all living be-

ings; hence, whatever fulfills that aim

is dharma.

’

• ‘What comes from love of all beings

is dharma ; this is the criterion to judge

dharma by dharma\

(To be continued in the next issue).
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As Universal Responsibility

What is responsibility? Is it a

commandment of God? Or a

concept ofmoral ought in some

ethical theory? Or an idea

extractedfrom aparticularview

ofhuman history?Or is itsimply

a state ofanswerableness to the

given laws ofa society, that is

nothing more than legal ac-

countability, andthat too, not as

answerableness to the human
other with whom one is in rela-

tionship of one variety or

another, but as answerableness

to the authority ofthe state? Do
these, either differently or in

somekindofcombination, con-

stituteresponsibility?

CHATURVEDI
BADRINATH the whole mankind, each has tried to bring all the rest into obedience. Nazis on

Parade, 1937.

H is Holiness the Dalai Lama is

in today’s world undoubtedly

a great moral force forhuman
dignity and freedom. If, like those who
in their times were likewise a moral
force, he often speaks in the tone of
anguish; he always speaks in the voice

of compassion. His thoughts are on
that sense of universal responsibility

which alone can provide a firm foun-

dation for individual freedom and so-

cial peace, for a world where conflicts

are settled not by the force ofweapons,
but by the awareness of one man’s
responsibility for another. His extended

essay on that subject reflects that con-

cern.

But what is responsibility? Is it a

commandment of God? Or a concept

ofmoral ought in some ethical theory?

Or an idea extracted from a particular

view ofhuman history? Or is it simply

a state of answerableness to the given

laws ofa society that is, nothing more

than legal accountability, and that too,

not as answerableness to the human
other with whom one is in relationship

of one variety or another, but as

answerableness to the authority of the
state? Do these, either differently or in

some kind of combination, constitute

responsibility?

If they do, then not only can there

be in the idea of responsibility little

that is genuinely universal except in

the formal sense of answerableness;
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but that, on the contrary, it would This is manifest, dramatically, in his remained rooted, as the Church did, in

provide a most fertile ground for dis- response to the woman taken in adul- the idea of being answerable to, The
cord, hatred, and violence. That is tery and about to be stoned to death, two differed as regards the question:

because the question: ‘answerable to and, poignantly, in his response to answerable for whaf!
whom, or answerable to what?’ , has thosewho were putting him to death. The same conflict shows up in sec-

been settled so very differently in the In one case, he maintains that no one, ularist thought, more especially in the

different religions ofthe world, and no himself touched with sin, has moral competing political ideologies of the

less differently in modem law and authority to judge others; and he who west, and, within them, in the ideas of
political thought, that it has only di- is above sin, as he himself, would not law. The way to write a far more
vided mankind into mutually hostile judge. In the other case, he invokes meaningful history of them than has

religious faiths and political ideolo- forgiveness on the ground that they been done so far is, I think, to raise a

gies. Taking its own idea of did not know what they were doing, question concerning their thinking on
answerablesness, religious or secular Likewise, within Islam, Sufism is a one man’s responsibility for another,

to be the only true one for the whole most radical shift from the fear ofGod There is in them very little of that,

mankind, each has tried to bring all the to the love of God, which, together However, the problem remains as fun-

rest under its obedience, mostly by with the belief in a divine unity per- damental to them as it is to Semitic

force, but quite often also by persua- vading the universe, is a shift also religions - they share it alike. The idea

sion and genuine conversion. As a from the narrow answerableness in of answerableness prevails. The only
result, ifthere has been moral progress Islamic theology to the universal re- difference is that the answerableness
in human living, there has been also, in sponsibility of love. That that shift to God and to his revealed command-
the very name of answerableness, the was influenced by Christian mysti- ments is replaced by man’s
killing of countless men, women and cism, Neo-Platonism, Buddhism, and answerableness to the State and its

children down the centuries. the Vedanta is an undeniable fact, as laws, or to History and its materialistic

Oristheideaofman’sresponsibil- Reynold Nicholson shows. What is telos

,

The ways of the State, like the

ity a product of good-natured but lazy also undeniable is the fact, as ways of God, lie in regulating, judg-
minds given to dreaming idealistic,

; ing, punishing, and
utopian dreams? If it is that, then it is rewarding, bringing all

that only—a utopian dream. Its out- to its obedience. The
come can be hardly anything more secularist ideologies,

substantial than finely crafted sen- 1? s/
: 0n the question of

fences, soundingvery nice, often mov- responsibility for oth-

ing in the ir appeal , beautiful ers,wearthe same garb

and—empty. It has no more force than as the Semitic reli-

dreams have. gions do. They put
Two conclusions can unquestion- forth the same argu-

ably be drawn as much from the social ment, “Yes, we are re-

and political history of the Semitic ( sponsible for others:

religions as from their theology. The
Jr

to bring our enlighten-

same two conclusions followalso from /q ment to those that are

the actual history and philosophy of < / deep in ignorance; to

the secularist Western political ide-
^ those who live by

ologies. From the very beginning of | / tradition, bring our
their career a clear distinction is inher- |

,
rationality, the only

ent, in the first place, running like a Answerable to whom? possible rationality; to

deep stream underneath, between an- . those who live in the

swerable to and responsiblefor\ one a

legalistic idea, the other a profoundly

ethical one. Their internal history is

one of struggle between the two. The
legalistic idea prevails, as much in

secular thought as in theology, but the

ethical one does not disappear.

For example, a decisive break from

the ‘answerable to ’ ofJudaic theology

and law, the teachings ofJesus and his

life are centred in the ‘responsible

for\ or the ‘responsible towards ’, of

redeeming love. In their deepest es-

sence they substitute love for law.

Ifthere has been moralprogress in

human living, there has been also, in

the very name ofanswerableness, the

killing ofcountless men, women and

children down the centuries.

fear of nature, bring

our science that can

control nature; to bring

to the less civilised, a

more superior

civilisation.” The sec-

ularist ideologies

brought to mankind as

many wars, and as

Kierkegaard bitterly complaifted, that much suffering, as religion did.

Christendom had done away with the Yet, that is not all that they did. The
suffering Christ who felt responsible doctrine of one’s absolute

/orothers;andthatlslam,rejectingthe answerableness to the State and its

Sufi idea of love and compassion, laws is resisted, especially in Britain
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PHARMA

Because dharmic

thought evolved a very

different method of

understanding the

human condition, the

ideas ofdharma and

bodhisattva arose not

from anyprior

suppositions oftheology

orphilosophy, butfrom

the essence ofman s

being. Their sweep

contains all living

beings.

and America, on the ground that the

individual has a prior moral right

against the State, a moral right to

disobey unjust laws. Ronald Dworkin

The secularist ideologies on

responsibility wear the same garb as the

Semitic religions do.

A decisive breakfrom the
u
answerable to” ofJudaic

theology are the teachings ofJesus who was
lt

responsiblefor " others through redeeming love.

Ts an eminent advocate

ofthat view. But it is not

exclusively a secularist

view, although its set-

ting is undoubtedly mod-
em. It has a long lineage

Which can be traced to

early Christianity. How-
ever, a most central is-

sue in political thought

and law today, it does

not move towards the

idea ofuniversal respon-

sibility, even if it moves
away from the idea of

any absolute answera-

bleness.

The second conclu-

sion that can be drawn

from the interrelated his-

tories of Semitic reli-

gions and modern secu-

larism is that, surrounded

by numerous presuppo-

sitions as regards man
and society, they do not

yield an idea of one
man’s responsibility for

another that can be genu-

inely universal. That is

because those presuppo-

sitions are not shared uni-

versally. For that very

reason, not only they do

not provide a common

ground wherp one man is united with

another, regardless of their faiths and

beliefs and ways of life, but that they

cannot.

This is increasingly realised by

western thinkers. David Bohm and

Alasdai Macintyre are two notable

example s. Bohm maintains that the

deeply- ooted habit of fragmenting

what is inited, manifest in all intellec-

tual dis< iplines ofthe modem west, in

the nat iral sciences above all, will

only pr >duce a false world view, and

then unhappiness and violence.

Macint Te argues that the moral de-

fects and failures ofMarxism and lib-

eral individualism arise from the ethos

of the distinctively modern and
modernising world; and that nothing

less than a rejection of a large part of

that ethos will provide us with a ratio-

nally and morally defensible stand-

point from which tojudge and act. But
that is still far away from obtaining a

genuinely universal idea of responsi-

bility.

This, then, is the background with

whichwe can approach Indian thought,
ofwhich Buddhism is an integral part.

It is there, in dharma and in the ideal

of bodhisattva , that we find a most
systematic expression of the idea of

man’s universal responsibility for oth-

ers.

It may first be mentioned that, be-

cause Dharmic thought evolved a very

different method ofunderstanding the

human condition, the ideas ofdharma
and bodhisattva arose not from any

prior suppositions of theology or phi-

losophy, but from the essence ofman’s

being. They depend neither on faith in

the existence of God, nor on His re-

vealed commandments, nor on the

given laws of society. Their sweep

contains all living beings. They are

not limited to the faithful, the virtu-

ous, and fellow-believers. Forthat rea-

son they are truly universal.

But those two ideas are, even today,

surrounded by several misconceptions

as to what they are. Dharma is per-

ceived as ‘religion’, which clearly it is

not.And bodhisattva is often perceived

as a likeable do-gooder, if a little

pompous, often like the idiot. Prince

Mishkin, of Dostoyevsky, himself

good but unable to change a cruel and

unjust world.
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DHARMA

While dharma and
bodhisattva will require a series

of detailed, and patient, reflec-

tion, it will suffice for the mo-
ment ifwe consider the follow-

ing two points related to them.

In asking “what is dharmoT\
and “what is bodhisattvaT\ we
are seeking not their definitions

but their attributes. Western
thought asks for definitions of

things. To define a thing is to set

boundaries to it. Dharmic
\

thought asks for the attributes of
j

things. Attributes are real, con-

crete, and practical. The
bodhisattva , moved by the suf-

ferings of others, works to se-

cure their happiness, resolutely

putting aside his own. His re-

sponsibility for others originates

not in the idea of ‘duty’ or ‘ob-

ligation’, but in compassion,

from the knowledge ofan indis-

soluble bond between himor her
and the other. The Mahabharata

says, again and yet again, that

the highest state ofawareness is gained

only by him who saw all being in

himselfand himselfin all beings. Thus,

‘Even gods are unable to trace the

footsteps of a man who, aware of his

unity with all beings, and having no
goal for himself, works ceaselessly for

their good.’

The bodhisattva in contrast to the

absolutely detached man of the

Bhagavadgita takes one to the very

heart of this matter. The one feels

Chenrezig FourArms (Avalokiteshvara-

the Embodiment ofCompassion)

deeply, for compassion is a feeling,

and forever acts for others: the other

does his duty with detachment, and

feels nothing.

Secondly, as an essential part of

this discussion, we have to explain the

following. Ironically, it was the con-

cept of responsibility that divided the

Buddhist Sangha into two: those who

believed in withdrawing from

all relationships so as to concen-

trate on their own nirvana; and

those who believed that not until

every human being is free from

suffering and pain that one is

entitled to seek one’s own deliv-

erance. The sastric world was
not free from that tension either

— the tension between the need

for relationship and the need for

solitariness, between universal-

ity offeelingand the caste-mind,

though resolved in theory, has

remained unresolved in actual

social practice. To that can be

traced the paradox that nowhere
in the world as in dharmic soci-

ety is there a greater insistence

upon universality as the true

basis ofhuman conduct; but also

nowhere is there a greater nar-

rowing of human interests as in

dharmic society.

Irresponsibility in relation to

the other has* been as manifest in

Indian history as responsibility.

h's career

in the Indian Administrative
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CITIZENSHIP

Self-Development

& Citizenship

A.S. RANGARAJAN

C itizenship is a politico-legal,

economic and social concept.

A ‘citizen’ is a member of any

state or nation, especially one with a

republican form of government, who
owes allegiance to it by birth or natural-

ization, and is entitled to full civil

rights as per the ground norm, if any,

and the law. The term ‘subject’ is ap-

propriately used when the government

is headed by a monarch or sovereign.

It is not so well known that whenwe
had only a monarchical form of gov-

ernment and no elective or conscious

efforthad been made to build into it the

idea of a welfare-state in the modem
sense, a quintessence of democratic

values existed, as we see from a few
Palitexts and inscriptionsoftheAshokan
period. Ministers, representing various

interests in our pluralistic society, with

its religious denominations, vamas and

jatis, met as a council to advise the king

on formulations, of major policies and

decisions on issues of public impor-

tance. The mode adopted was consen-

sus rather than by majority, thus avoid-

ing the tyranny of a majority over the

minorities. Repeated references would
be made by the king to his council of

ministers in respect ofnewproposals of

public importance, so that all practi-

cable concessions could be made to

gether, holding

group discussions

spread overaperiod

of five years, to

produce The
Modernisation of
Japan and Russia.

For the first time, a

task ordinarily be-

yond the capacityof

any individual

scholar was under-

taken successfully

to compare sociei-

ties undergoing
change from a base

of widely differing

cultures. It studied

two late-comers to

modernization: Russia in Europe and

Japan in Asia. Dissimilarities were only

to be expected; but similarities, despite

their sharp and deep cultural differ-

ences, were also significant.

Jawaharlal Nehru, as chairman of

the ^lanningCommission,defined plan-

ning as follows:

Planning undera democraticsystem
may he definedas the technical coordi-

nation by disinterested experts ofcon-

sumption,production, investment, trade

and income distribution in accordance

Blockages to inspired leadership? The

road to the Prime Minister ’s residence in

New Delhi

signed from the National Planning

Committee. And, yet, I cannot con-

ceive of planning except on this wider

basis and always with a view to the

advancement of human welfare in the

widest sense of the term.”

He had no doubt that while democ-

racy meant political equality ‘it also

meant a progressive economic equality’.

The philosophic concept implied by

thoseholdingviewswhich differedfrom
the majority from time to time.

Before discussing citizenship in a

culture-specificmodemcontext ,Iwould
like to analyse relevant sociological

insightswhich are compendiously called

the ‘instituional vectors for modernity’.

The current interest in exploring

‘modernity’ is largely due to its linkages

with economic development. A typical

instance is a study by a team of inter-

disciplinary scholars who worked to-

with social objectives set by bodies rep-

resentative ofthe nation. Suchplanning

is not only to be consideredfrom the

point of view of economics and the

raising of the standard of living, but

must include culturalandspiritual val-
ues and the human side oflife.

Subsequently in his letter of23 Sep-

tember 1953 to chiefministers he said:

“Shri Visvesvaraya objected to this

wider approach, felt frustrated and re-

these words seems to have anticipated

what the greatest legal philosopher I

have known, John Rawls, explained in

his TheoryofJustice. Rawls supplied, in

conceptual terms ,
the much needed cor-

rective to the time-honoured (utilitar-

ian) maxim ofthe ‘greatesthappiness of

the greatest number’ visualized by the

doctrine ,
benefitingonlytoofew,asagainst

too many, have-nots. On economic equal-

ity,however,Rawls acknowledged that,

while conceptually it could not be lim-
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Due to a constellation

ofcircumstances our

colossal positive gains

have been seriously

impaired. This makes it

imperativefor us to

pay greater attention,

on an urgent basis, to

the development ofour

citizenry.

iled, it had to be functional.

Unfortunately, our professions of

equality—as, indeed, of any major so-

cial, economic or political concept

—

sound as hollow as they are rhetorical,

making it evident to any sensitive ob-

server that it is merely indulgence in

romanticism. Consequently, loss of

credibility in the process seems colos-

sal. Such loss of credibility under the

motto of salyameva jayale harms our

efforttowards citizenship development.

Politicalconsciousness,overarching

the Indian sky, despite discontinuities

throughout our long history,was domi-

nated by the fact that the quality of the

subjects depended largely on that ofthe

king. Our mythology is full of such

examples; for instance, of the philoso-

pher-king Janaka. National wisdom
was: Yatharaja tathaprajai *Like king,

like subject’). I can recall an old Tamil

saying which emphasized the precon-

dition before subjects would follow the

king. Ifthe king was capable and served*

his subjects, they would follow him.

Indian literature, particularly Tamil, is

replete with the great deeds of legend-

Below: Sri Aurobindo

ary kings. I regard this as an esential

part ofour volkgeist^genius or spirit of

the people’). Wilful, even thoughtless,

actions or omissions by those who rule

or man important instrumentalities of

government lead to loss of credibility.

Without realizing the importance of

age-old and time-tested wisdom, we

allow serious liberties to be taken with

public welfare now taken up by new
strategies like public interest litigation.

An apt allusion is the need to remove

dissonants before constructing conso-

nants to produce melody. For this,how-

ever, a highly developed and expanded

musical consciousness is necessary.

While much has been attempted to

promote public wellbeing of which we
could be legitimately proud, at the same

time there have been serious shortcom-

ings in almost every field, leading to

negative results. Most of these short-

comings might be eliminated or mini-

mized ifa knowledgeable and alert pub-

lic actively and unfailingly participates.

If we were able to make a dent on our

population problem, we would not be

facing such serious problems in spite of

ourachievements in diverse fields. Ifwe
examine the national balance sheet from

1950 onwards, we will

notice tha{ due to a con-

stellation of circum-

stances our colossal

positive gainshave been

seriously impaired. This

makes it imperative for

us to pay greater atten-

tion, on an urgent basis,

to the development of

our citizenry.

Manyperceptive for-

eigners from early times

singled out for mention

the well-bred Indian

who usually seeks the

maximum power over

himself and the least
z

. over others. They also

1 admire our tradition of

| spirituality. But others

0 point out that our so-

1 called religious way of

§ life has its drawbacks,
< perhaps the most seri-

ous among them being

* fundamentalism, which

8 has led to extremism.

All these pose chal-

lenges which we have to face today.

Chaturvedi Badrinath in hisworkon

Max Weber questions Weber’s theory

that Indian culture was basically reli-

gious. Arguing that there is ‘no greater

source of a wrong understanding of

Indian culture than that’ , he asserts that

dharmic civilization was ‘profoundly
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RIPIN

KALRA

CITIZENSHIP

secular’, hence ‘universal’, ‘enshrin-

ing the totality ofIndian understanding
of man’, and that ‘the Indian explana-

tions ofman were located in man him-

self . In support of his ideas he cites

‘the non-theistic or atheistic temper of
the main system ofIndian philosophy’.

-He further states that the Hindu social

order constituted ‘a rational system of
thought in which all its essential propo-

sitions were deduced from the main
premise that every act, if done with a

motive, binds the doer.’

A study of citizenship, in my view,

cannot be complete ifwe do not profit

from contributions on the themeofman
and human destiny. Sri Aurobindo and

other sages of India were not merely
idealists; they were wise enough to

search for the most practical, easy and
reliable solution for human problems,

however complex. Summing up his

views in Synthesis of Yoga Sri

Aurobindo says that ‘All life is yoga.’

He propounds the dynamic sadhana of
surrender, enabling man to act sponta-

neously, anchored in his higher nature

(the divine) in a collectivity based on
the divine. A similar exposition has

been given in the first verse of the

Isavasya Upanishad. Adi Sankara who
came in the wake of a grave inner

confusion (similar to the one in which
we now seem to find ourselves) as-

serted boldly that one should go by his

pratyakshapramana or what we could

clearly see for ourselves and be free to

discard a hundred tests opposing it.

During Sri Aurobindo’s incarcera-

tion as an undertrial prisoner, he re-

ceived the divine mandate that he should

devote the remaining span ofhis life to

work for man’s supramental ascent,

A study ofcitizenship, in

my view, cannot be

complete ifwe do not

profitfrom contributions

on the theme ofman and

human destiny.

with India provid-

ing the required

leadership. For this

discussion on citi-

zenship,! shall con-

fine myself mainly

to Foundations of
Indian culture, Es-

says on the Gita,

The Human Cycle

and The Ideal of
Human Unity

among his works.

In The Human
Cycle , Sri

Aurobindo stressed

the importance of

perfecting indi-

viduality from
within, assisted by
and assistingothers.

Likewise, in the

community of na-

tions a nation must

perfect its corporate

existence by free

SriAurobindo

describedEuropean

industrialism as a

giant asuric creation

development from within. Taking full

advantage of each nation’s efforts for

such free development, the universal

law is to harmonize life with that ofthe

human aggregate and strive to reach for

perfection. The law for humanity is to

pursue its upward evolution towards the

discovery and expression ofthe divine.

When it has succeeded in unifying itself

it should still respect, aid and be aided

by free growth and activity of its indi-

vidual and constituent aggregates.

Man advances as he traverses a tangle

oftruths and errors, rights and wrongs.

The human situation today is that man
has neither the breadth of knowledge,

nor the purity of temperament, which

would enable him to follow the law of

liberty and harmony. He has no option

but to know himself truly, to find the

ideal law of being and development,

and if he cannot do so, he should hold

this ideal before him and find out gradu-

ally the way by which it can be the

guiding principle of individual and so-

cial existence.

Sri Aurobindo noticed that, due to

pressures of modem life, which are

worsening today, the vital core of the

human race is changing. He had no
doubt that mankind was just half-civi-

lized. With all the pretensions of a

civilized existence and the plethora of

appurtenances we are enjoying, we are

still not really human beings. The intel-

ligence and will ofman is not entirely

rational; there is a deeper, more intui-

tive, and powerful, but much less clear,

much less developed, inner light and

force for which we have no name. Its

character is to illuminate our being; not

the daylight of reason nor the mist of

suffused sentiments of the heart.

Sri Aurobindo said that human ex-

perience has shown reason to be often

inadequate, even a stumbling or par-

tially enlightened guide for humanity

in its great endeavour. He noticed that

the supra-rational, rational and infra-

rational are always present, but with an

infinitely varying prominence in all

our activities. Efforts to create a ratio-

nal religion, though well-intentioned,

had no appreciable effect, and had van-
ished like dispersing clouds. Such at-

tempts failed to impart vitality and

permanence tq our civilization, forthey

were contrary to dharmat the natural

law and the spirit of reason. Unaided
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reason had to be lifted beyond itselfby
the power ofthe spirit and irradiated by

it. Fromthen onwards itwould be domi-

nated by the intuitive mind, which was

to be the passage to a yet higher prin-

ciple ofknowledge. Spirituality did not

exclude or discourage intelligence or

human activity, but worked to lift them

out oftheir imperfections and ignorance

and transform them, making them the

instruments ofthe light, power and joy

of the divine being and divine nature.

Tracing the rise and fall of Indian cul-

ture, including the decline ofBuddhism
and the unsuccessful efforts to rejuve-

nate it, Sri Aurobindo noticed the unfor-

tunate coincidence of its collapse along

with the emergence ofyoga and bhakti

movements. In the present environment,

spirituality and divine experience could

not bear their natural fruit, though they

prepared for such a feasibility in the

future. If Indian culture has to survive

and maintain its spiritual basis and in-

nate character, it could be possible not

through a revival ofthe puranic system

but by giving it a new direction.

Sri Aurobindo compared this devel-

opment with the Teutonic mind taking

possession of Western Europe, which

made the European pragmatic, dy-

namic, kinetic and vital to the very

marrow of his thought and being. He
described European industrialism as a

giant asuric creation.

Sri Aurobindo clarified the Indian

capacity for selective assimilation. At

no time, he said, did Indian culture

exclude external influences altogether.

He was conscious of one’s life being

modified by the influences it had to

encounter. But he also stressed the

need to preserve the basic ideas gov-

erning Indian and Asian civilization.

Sri Aurobindo did not, however,

regret that much had been lost in Indian

culture. He believed that it could be

recovered eventually, though not with

ease. Once restored to its movement,

the inner life ofman would gain mate-

rially in depth, wideness and power of

plasticity. We' would then acquire a

healthy habit of multi—dimensional

thoroughness and sincere endeavour to

shape our collective life into an ad-

equate image of our highest ideal.

What was to be most helpful to us

was to look forward from our past and

present towards our own—not foreign

CITIZENSHIP

—ideal for the future. Western nations

sought, until now, only unity among
people by accommodation of conflict-

ing interests and force of mechanical

action. Sri Aurobindo had no doubt that

this would not be practicable or lasting;

in his own terse and forceful way he

declared that 'it will either not be founded

at all or will be founded on sand’. Each

nation seemed to look down on other

cultures, as ifits own were the only truth

or the whole truth of life. India’s first

duty would be to resist such assaults, so

that she could successfully affirm this

deeper truth against heavy odds and

against all newcomers. IfIndia could help

preserve this and preserve it with all her

might, it would be the best bet against

mankind marching to a new cataclysm.

Any plan and strategy for develop-

ment ofcitizenship cannot ignore these

aspects. We cannot afford to ignore our

cultural background, perhaps the most

crucial for mankind today. We have to

steer clear of many pitfalls ahead, the

worst of which is undoubtedly reli-

gious fundamentalism, now raising its

ugly head in the country. Since nature

has its own way, succinctly termed as

lila, Indian spirituality, despite our

founding fathers framing a secular con-

stitution for us, has to survive these

onslaughts. But to succeed in this for-

midable task,‘we have to look forward,

drawing our strength from the deep

wells of the past in their widest ampli-

tude, for a living organism can grow

not by mere accretion but by ‘self-

development and assimilation’,referred

to in Bengali as atmasatkarana.

In her own inimitably simple style

the Mother stressed sincerity as the

required fundamental virtue. She said:

‘Before doing anything, ...be surefirst

ofall that you are not only as sincere as

you can be, but have the intention of

becoming still more so...For that is

your only protection.’

This article is from a collection of

articles called Citizenship Values in

India published by the Citizenship

Development Society and Riedrich

Naumann Stiftung

A.S. Rangarajan was aformerjudge

ofthe Supreme Court ofIndia. He is

presently with theAurobindoAshram,

New Delhi -
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VALUES:NOW & THEN

Values
Now & Then
SHIVARAMA KARANTH

T he prices that we pay for things

cannot remain the same
throughout our lives. While

some of these prices change rapidly, it

Victoria. But I will not glorify the past.

I have always been an optimist; to me,
tomorrow is something that will be

better than today.

Let me begin with ‘then’. I was bom
in a village called Kota which is located

on the sea shore of South Karnataka.

Kota was like a miniature of India;

carpenters or potters. It was hard for

many villagers to get a square meal

every day. People from the so called

lower castes would occasionally leave

the village to find employment in other

villages. Brahmins, my own family for

example,would go hungry several times

a week, but not leave the village. But

this changed slowly; some Brahmins

violated their tradition and went to

other towns to become cooks and own-
ers of eateries. A lot of traditionalists

were then unsure if it was all right for

a Brahmin to sell food for money. As a

compromise, people who wore the sa-

cred thread stayed away from such

chores as cleaning dishes in the eateries.

My father started his career as a

school teacher. This job used to fetch

him a whole eight annas a

month. He soon became dis-

satisfied with his salary, quit

his job, and started farming. In

addition to his farms, my fa-

ther owned a cloth shop. He
lived to be seventy, and I must

say he lived a successful life.

He provided education to all

his children; there were six of

us.

LIFE STYLES

L et me tell you about social

life in those times. As I

have said earlier, people were

then poor. About 80 percent of

people suffered from poverty.

But they lived a satisfied life

in spite of the poverty. They
were careful spenders and
saved their earnings. The most
respected currency ofthat time

""'’the silverrupee. It equalled

Brahmins, would go hungry several times a week, but

not leave the village. But this changed slowly; some

Brahmins violated their tradition and went to other

towns to become cooks and owners ofeateries.

Dr. Shivarama Karanth, over 90 and still

going strong!

may be hard to notice the changes in

others. Today, I have sat down to write

about values; values that keep chang-

ing. I was bom in 1902. So when I say

‘then,’ I really mean the time of my
childhood. My references to ‘now’ are,

ofcourse
,
to modern times. I will not be

able to predict the values oftomorrow,

because I have seen howunpredictably

values tend to change. For example, I

have been through times when a sover-

eign of gold could be bought for 15

rupees. Those were the times ofQueen

there were people from all castes and
religions. People from my village re-

lied on farming. Paddy was our main
crop. An additional source of income
was provided by coconut trees and

betel nut trees. There were some people

who earned their living by fishing and

there were otherswhowere blacksmiths,

16 annas. Each anna was worth 12

paise. The quarter anna coin and the

paisa were made of copper. The two
anna and four anna coins were silver.:

If you paid a single paisa, you could

buy a box of matches imported from

Japan. You could buy eight coconuts

for a quarter ofa rupee. A pound ofrice
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VALUES: NOW & THEN

cost only two annas. A dhoti, which
was the main attire ofthe village men,
cost two annas and a half. Ifyou paid a
rupee, you could buy a dhoti made of
superior cloth. Cotton sarees were only

two rupees a piece.

In 1918, we faced a great famine.

Ricehad to be imported fromBurma. 80
pounds of this rice could be purchased

for two rupees and a half. Until the

thirties, it was true that things would
costthe same, be they local or imported.

It was unnecessary to have written

transactions for lending or borrowing;

people relied on word ofmouth. At my
father’s shop, if a customer were to

discoverthathehad insufficient cashto

make a purchase, he would promise to

make it up by a certain date. Most
people did keep their promise; it was
general belief that violating a promise

of debt is ah utter sin.

Such practices may seem stupid and

idioticinmoderntimes.Whenourcoun-

tiy gained independence in 1947, the

financial structure of the entire world

was in poor state, due to the two world
wars that had preceded the event With
our freedom,we also gained the power
to deny several social responsibilities.

DENYING DEBTS

O ur leaders placed new idealisms

in front of us. When Iran nation-

1

alized their oil industry, Nehru sent!

them a word ofpraise. When the Egyp-

;

tian government took charge of the
°

Suez canal, we forgave them for deny- g
ing the national debt. When the United x
States ofAmerica sent us a big loan In £
theformoffood supplies,wedemanded §
there be no terms or conditions. We |
were so smart! We taught our farmers °

to refuse making loan payments. Who-
ever be the borrower, it became his

birthright to refuse repayment ofloans
ifhe was found to be ‘poor’. Irrespon-

sibility became the foundation stone

for a life free of worries!

Today, it has become necessary for

all nations to slacken their loan policies

when they deal with third world coun-

tries! How else can we explain our

national debtofthousands ofcrores? In
die early days of independence, the

central government had a budget of

1 ,200 crores. Cash was no problem,we
were a generous lot! It does not scare us

whenwehearthattoday’s budgetshows

Talking about myself, I

married a girlfrom a

different caste; I did not

give or receive a single

paisa in my marriage.

Now, thinking back, Ifeel

cheated! I could have

made a bigfortunejust by

marrying!

kilogram costs four times that much.
Look how much increased income this

would bring to the government! The
stupid people of my generation set the

value of a sovereign of gold to Rs. 15.

During my youth, this increased to

Rs. 35. Today, it is a staggeringRs4000.
Just think,wecould do this only because

we became independent!

Our financial crisis has led to sev-

eral changes in our social values. Take
marriage, for example. In those days,

when I was still young, a marriage had
to be first approved by an astrologer.

Next, the parents of the bride and the

groommust approveofthe
marriage. The financial

status of the families

played a big role in this

approval. The villagers

were poor, and they were
tight fisted. They had to

think twice before making
any large expenditure.

Marriage meant a blow to

the finances ofthe bride’s

family. Over time, the

valueofa groom has risen

relentlessly. Talkingabout

myself, I married a girl

from a different caste; I

did not give or receive a

single paisa in my mar-

riage. Now,thinking back,

Ifeel cheated! I could have

made a big fortune just by
marrying! Today, in my
district, the value of a

groom stands attwo tofive
lakhs. In addition, the

groom may get a car as a

gift. In the Brahmin com-
munity(incidentallylhave

Say, I didnot have time to check— what ^ right ^ myselfa Brahmin)

progress have we made since 1947? dowry takes the form ofgold— up
to fifty or sixty sovereigns is not un-

thousands of crores in expenditure, common. I don’t know if they have

There is an ongoing competition be- taken into account the value of bride-

tween the national population figure grooms when they calculate the nation-

and the national expenditure figure. al income. I do feel that today, mar-

All this became possible thanks to riage has lost its social significance and

our modem economics. During 1947- degenerated into a buy/sell transaction.

1948, die population of India doubled

and as a result the national productivity CULTURAL VALUES
rate increased. In addition,we increased rri rue cultural values are related to

the prices of basic commodities to fur- JL the religious faiths and beliefs ofa
ther increase the national income. In society. These values stem from the

191 8, a unitofsugar(39 kilograms) cost kind ofpicture a society has about such

two rupees and a half. Today, a things as birth, death, life, soul, rebirth.
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VALUES : NOW & THEN

heaven and hell. Both today and yester-

day
,
peoplehave been attracted toplaces

of worship. My elders believed that

everything is controlled by a god who
created this world. They believed in the

sayings of sages and holy men. Even to

this day, we are religious and philo-

sophical to our core. We are unable to

shed our religious garbs even though

our country is a secular state. I will not

elaborate on this further; I will drop the

subject considering it a digression.

Over time, our people have forgot-

ten several customs and rituals. In my
days, a marriage used to last four to six

days. Today marriage is a breeze; it is

limited to an exchange of garlands and

a walk around the fire. But an enor-

mous amount ofmoney is spent on this

simple ritual.

THE VALUE OF TIME

W e used to walk or use a bullock

cart to travel. Today, time is

much too valuable. I rememberanuncle
of mine who walked all the way to

Kashi in his old age. It took him several

months to complete his pilgrimage.

Later, I travelled to Kashi also, except

that it took me only three weeks!

Coming back to the subject of reli-

gion, I feel that many things have not

changed since I was young. Even today

people believe that their wishes are

granted by an almighty god. The phrase

‘God’s will’ was popular in those days

and is still used. But in those days

people were poor. They were also

greedy, a quality that I do not admire.

Today, gods demand a lot more
bribes than our ministers and officers.

Just look at the number ofpeople who
visit temples and go on pilgrimages. In

Tirupati, people wait in long lines for

hours to get a glimpse oftheir favourite
god. Tirupati’s god makes crores of

rupees a year in the form of bribes.

Inspired by the way people bow on all

their fours to the lord of Tirupati, he

may be called Lord Bowfours (curi-

ously rhymes with Bofors).

ARTS AND SUCH

A rts have been useful forms of ex-

pression. My villagers used a form

of art called Yakshagana. They were

crazy about it. This art formhas a history
ofthree centuries. There were five or six

groupswhich playedYakshagana. These

groups were nurtured by temples. They
would play in the open field, all night

long. Everyone was welcome to these

shows, and no one had to pay. The
stories which the troupes

played were drawn from the

Ramayana, Mahabharata and

Indian history. In these sto-

ries , truth would always win in

the end. In some sense, art

forms such as Yakshagana in-

fluenced our people to think

religiously.

Tastes have changed today.

This is true in a literal sense. In

my days, people relished

sweets such as laddus . Today,

people enjoy omelettes,

icecreams and alcoholic

cocktails. The change in taste

also relates to the arts. In the

turn of this century, when
movie pictures were
introduced in our country,

directors such as Phalke chose

their stories from our religious

texts. When our country

, became free and the

monarchies were gone, things

changed dramatically. Social drama
dominates the movies being made
today.

How can Yakshagana be an excep-

tion to this rule? This art form also

changed. The artists began to imitate

actors from the movies. Humour and

slapstickappeared inYakshaganaplays.

What is more, people began to enjoy

them as well.

Not that the Ramayana and other

puranashave entirelydisappeared from

the arts scene. Ramanand Sagar has

modernized the epic ofRamayana into

a Marayana. He has redefined the

characters of Rama, Sita and
Lakshmana. He has applied the

Darwinian theory of evolution to

Ramayana. Did you know Sugriva

“My villagers used aform ofart called Yakshagana. They were crazy about it

Gandhari, the mother ofthe hundred Kaurovas, decided

to remain young and beautiful It did not occur to her

that she could have worn goggles instead ofthe black

cloth across her eyes.
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married a beautiful human girl? His

brother Vali fell in love with her and

attempted to kidnap her from Sugriva.

Similarreformations have been applied

toMahabharataaswell. Today’s Indian

audience does not like to see women
dressed in simple clothes. Sothe director

has to dress themup in plasticjewellery

and synthetic sarees. Gandhari, the

mother of the hundred Kauravas,

decided to remain young and beautiful

It did not occur to her that she could

have worn goggles instead of the black

cloth across her eyes.

When India found independence, it

becamenecessary towipe outmonarchy

entirely. The ministers inourparliament

began to miss the royalty terribly. Is it

any wonder that they wanted to see the

Pandava and Kaurava brothers wearing

large crowns?

Talkingofthe Mahabharatareminds
me of gambling. Once upon a time.

gambling was a favourite sport among When the Kauravas and Pandavas ruled

Indian kings and princes. Today we Indraprastha, there was a fellow called

have made this royal sport available to Shakuni who plotted the destruction of

every citizen in the country in the form the kingdom. Today there are hundreds

of lotteries. We dare not forget our age of Shakunis in our capital. Will these

old customs; it is absolutely necessary Shakunis enact the Mahabharata for an

to preserve them and we are doing a eager audience?

superb job of it. Given these The thought leaves me cold,

circumstances, it does not surprise me
one bit that Indians are glued to the Article contributed by

celluloid version of the Mahabharata. C.P. Ravikumar

PrShivara isastal\mriofKmnadaiiieraturn Infact, Karanth

;
isamuliifaceiedgmim novelist, poet, dramaiistf pamier, actor,film

. director, andabove all, agreat thinkerand humanist. His contributions to :

.
Kannada culture are innumerable. He revived the Yakshagana artform in

Karnataka. He contested in the general elections as an independent

candidatetoreprwenttheissmtf Hehrn always

bemanindependmtiMnkermdammwkosticfatahis^
is over 90years old today and has receivedseveral awards including the
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not tp hold water too

well when applied to

living things. It is quite

clear that machines

don’t arise from eggs or

seeds, that they don’t

rebuild their own parts

right down to the

molecular level, nor can

they convert fuel into

their own susbtance, as

living beings do. Living

beings are self-directed

like the human heart

which is machine-like,

in that it acts like a

pump, but a pump that

grows and repairs itself.

Man-madepumps don’t

have these properties.

Recently the organ-

ismic view has staged a

majorrevival inthe Gaia

Theory of James
Lovelock and Lynn
Margulis, a rather blunt

and popular form of

which is that ‘The Earth

is Alive!’. By this is

meant that a life-like

quality emerges from

Scientific orthodoxy has

rejected the strongest

forms ofthe theory,

which suggest that Gaia

‘herself’ is doing the

regulating, for the benefit

oflife as a whole. This

imputes intent and

purpose to what

scientists consider to be

the blind, unconscious

forces which have made

the universe. Lovelock

and his colleague Andrew

Watson, developed a

mathematical refutation

of it in theform ofa

computer model called

Daisyworld.

Gaia the omnipotent not only created

me universe anu core me nrsi i atem vjuus,

but also gave birth to the human race. The

power ofGaia was also manifest in her gift

of foretelling the future. The oracle of

Delphi ,before itpassed intoApollo’shands,

had originally belonged to Gaia.

Later, as other divinities rose in the

estimation ofmen, the role ofGaia gradu-

ally becameiess important. Her cult, how-

ever, always continued in Greece. She

presided over marriages and at Patras, the

sick came to consult her. She was particu-

larlyvenerated atAegae ,Delphi andOlym-

pia. She had sanctuaries atDodona, Tegea,

Sparta and Athens. She was first offered

fruits and grain; but when she was invoked

a black ewe was immolated in her honour.

She was commonly represented in the

form of a gigantic woman.

(New Larousse Encyclopaedia oj

Mythology*)

the summed interactions of living be-

ings with each other and with non-

living components ofthe planetary sys-

tem - the rocks ,
atmosphere and oceans.

This life-like quality is the purported

planetary ability to self-regulate essen-

tial characteristics of the global envi-

ronment, such as the average tempera-

ture, the salinity of the oceans, and the

mixture of gases (such as oxygen and

carbon dioxide) in the atmosphere.

Scientific orthodoxy has rejected

the strongest forms ofthe theory,which

suggest that Gaia ‘herself is doing the

regulating, for the benefit of life as a

whole. This imputes intent and purpose

to what scientists consider to be the

blind, unconscious forces which have

made the universe. Lovelock himself

was greatly troubled by this criticism,

and with his colleague AndrewWatson,

developed a mathematical refutation

of it in the form of a computer model

called Daisyworld.

Daisyworld is a simplified planet,

which like our own, circles. around a

sun whose output of energy is ever-

increasing. Scattered on the rich, moist

soil ofDaisyworld are millions ofseeds

of the only two species found on the

planet - black daisies and white daisies.

At first, Daisyworld’s sun is so cold

that it can’t warm up the planet to the

point where its soil is hot enough to

trigger the germination of daisy seeds.

But after some time, the critical

temperature is reached, and the daisies

germinate in large numbers. The

pigmentation of the black daisies

enablesthem to absorb the sun’s energy

more effectively than the white daisies,

which reflect heat. Darwinian natural

selection takes over, and the black

daisies spread because they are able to

produce the largestnumber ofoffspring.

In dominating the habitable portion of

the planet, the black daisies help to

warm the atmosphere, thereby making

conditions more suitable for life. As the

sunheatsup further,white daisies begin

to do better, since by reflecting heat

they are able to avoid overheating. By

reflecting heat back to space, the white

daisies cool the planetary atmosphere.
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When the sun is middle-aged,
Daisyworld is populated by a mix of

black and white daisies, respectively

found at the equator and towards the

poles. When the sun is even hotter, only

white daisies survive, and when the sun

nears the end of its life, it is so hot that

all life on the model planet is

extinguished.

The important point about
Daisyworld is that the temperature of

the planet is automatically regulated

over a long period oftime merely by the

differential absorption and reflection

of solar energy by the black and white

daisies, competing according to the

laws of classical Darwinian natural

selection.

By this example Lovelock and
Watson hoped to show that Gaian self-

regulation can emerge completely

automatically from a model biosphere,

without needing to invoke mystical

forces or some sort of Gaian
consciousness, pre-cognition, or any

sort of goal-directed behavior on the

part ofthe system. Critics point to the

over-simplicity of the model, which
they say can’t tell us much about the

vastly more complex real world. They
ask for real-life examples ofGaian self-

regulation.

Here problems also arise for the

theory, because as yet, there aren’t any

good water-tight examples, only some
interesting possibilities. Two worth

mentioning are the carbon dioxide

pump, and cloud formationby oceanic

algae.

It is well established that the only

natural source of atmospheric carbon

dioxide (the notorious greenhouse gas)

is volcanic eruption, and that the only

natural sink is die weathering ofcertain

kinds ofrock. The weathering happens

when water reacts with therocks in the

presence ofcarbon

dioxide. In the

reaction, car-

bon dioxide

r“What is the

sound of one
, hand
^clapping?^

Does the
have the Bud-
dha nature?”
Zen Master

Joshu.

is taken out of the atmosphere and

locked up with calcium to form cal-

cium carbonate, which is eventually

washed into the sea. Life isn’t needed

for the reaction to happen, but bacteria

and plant roots in soils greatly increase

the scale of the process by actively

pumping carbon dioxide out of the

atmosphere and into the soil, where

much more of the gas comes into con-

It can be argued that truly great scientists had this

connection, this sense ofthe greater whole ofwhich they

were a part. Without educating this sensitivity, we churn

out scientists without philosophy, who are merely

interested in their subject, but not thoroughly awed by it.
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tact with rock and water that would be

the case without the intervention of

living organisms. Once in the sea, the

resulting carbonates are used by vari-

ous minute marring algae (in particular

the Coccolithophores) to make exquis-

ite chalky shells. These rain down to

the bottom of the sea when their tiny

occupants die, thereby safely locking

away the carbon dioxide as massive

deposits ofchalk and limestone. In this

scenario there is scope for the existence

of Gaian temperature regulation. As

the planet warms up due to increased

GAIATHEORY

clouds seem to be produced by algal

DMS emissions as the planet gets cooler.

Thus,ratherthan stabilising global tern

peratures during a cool period, such as

an ice age, cloud formation by oceanic

algae could tend to drive global tern

peratures even lower. This interpreta

tion of the evidence is not accepted by

all scientists, some of whom suggest

that the apparent lack of a regulatory

feedback loop is due to unusual stresses

impinging on the system in geologi-

cally recent time.

These examples demonstrate that,

“Have you had your^
breakfast”, *

The Zen Master asked.,

“Yes ”, the student

answered.

“Then go wash your

bowl”
the Zen Master

retorted.

mechanistic, compartmentalising

conditioning imposed on us since

childhood by our society. From an early

age nearly all Westerners (and especially

outputofsolar energy,

microbial action

should be stimulated,

which in turn should

pump out more car-

bon dioxide, thereby

cooling the planet. As
yet there is no firm

evidence for this sort

ofregulatory feedback

loop, but it may be

forthcoming in the fu-

ture.

The other possibil-

ity involves the tiny

Coccolithophores
mentioned above.

When they die, they

emit a sulphurous gas

called dimethyl

sulphide (DMS),
which floats up into

the airabove the ocean

surface. Here it under-

goes a series ofchemi-

cal reactions giving

rise to minute acid droplets. These find scientifically speaking, we may never young scientists) are exposed to the

themselves in a zone of air above the know whether Gaian self-regulation is concept that life has come about due to

POSSIBLE Cimfi TE.
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ocean which is super-saturated with

water vapour. The myriad little drops

act as nuclei forthe condensation ofthe

water vapour, which precipitates out

the air to form massive clouds, which

could help to cool the planet by reflect-

ing solar energy back to space. A regu-

latory feedback loop is also required

here ifthis sequence of events is to act

as a Gaian temperature regulator. We
would need to demonstrate that DMS

actually going on. The links in the

global system are too huge to tease

apart, and controlled experimentation

is clearly out ofthe question... Whatwe
do know for certain is that living beings

have a major part to play in shaping the

environment, via carbon dioxide

pumping, oxygen production, and the

recycling of nutrients, to name but a

few vital processes in which living

beings are essential.

the operation of blind, meaningless

laws ofphysics and chemistry, and that

selfishness underlines the behaviour

and evoloution ofall plants and animals.

A Gaian approach opens

new doors ofperception.

Whether the theory is right

or wrong, not even the most

emissionsbyCoccolithophores increase

with planetary temperature, leading to

the production ofmore energy reflect-

ingclouds. Unfortunately forthetheory,

the evidence so far suggests that a

contrary effect has taken place - more

So does this mean that the Gaian

theory has nothing to contribute to the

understanding of our planet? The
answer to this is that a Gaian approach

has a great deal to contribute,

particularly if we let go of the

die-hard mechanist denies

the utter interdependence

which operates within the

natural world.
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The links in the global system are too huge to tease

apart, and controlled experimentation is clearly out of

the question...

quality which communicates an
unspeakable magnificence. When you
stand on a sea-cliffin winter, watching

masses ofgrey cloud rolling in from the

Atlantic, a Gaian view helps you
understand the cloud in its global

context. It has formed due to massive

climatic forces and has manifested

within a small part of the whole - the

part you happen to be standing in. The
water in the cloud is circling through

the water cycle, from rain to river to sea

to cloud again. As you experience this

dynamic
,
ever shifting reality, you may

suddenly find yourself in a state of

meditation, a state in which you loose

your sense of separate identity, and

become totally engrossed in the life

process being contemplated. The
contemplated and the contemplator

become one.

From this oneness there arises a

deep appreciation of the reality of in-

ter-dependence, and from this comes
the urge to be involved in opposing all

sorts of ecological abuses. Here arises

the feeling that what is happening in

evolution has great value and a mean-

ing impossible to articulate or to detect

via scientific methodology. This high-

ly developed sensitivity, this experi-

ence of radical interconnectedness is

the hall mark of supporters ofthe deep

ecology movement, and is the basis for

the elaboration of any ecological phi-

losophy , such as the pioneeringworkof
the Norwegian philosopher, Arne
Naess, who first coined the term deep

ecology.

Buddhism, and indeed other

religions and pre-industrial cultures,

have used various methods to bring

people in touch with this oneness. One
well known in the West is the use of

koans in Zen Buddhism. For Western

minds, so totally caught up in

intellectuality, I would like to suggest

that a new discipline can be used to

The sound person’s mind becomes
totally ensnared by this style of
intellectuality, so that the intuitive,

inspirational qualities of the mind,

which are its deeper substratum, are

totally ignored. The mind’s intuitive

ecology, not a genuine perception of

the dynamic power, creativity and

integration in nature.

A Gaian approach opens new doors

of perception. Whether the theory is

right or wrong, not even the most die-

uncover the experience,which involves

contemplating and meditating on
statements made by scientific ecology.

One can focus the intuitive faculty on
the fact, or *koan

9

about the role of

coccolithophores in cloud production

or one can focus on the ‘koan
9

that

ability to see each part of nature as a

subwhole within greater wholes is

destroyed by this sortofeducation. The

result is a totally dry,merelyintellectual

hard mechanist denies the utter inter

dependence which operates within the

natural world. There is a symphonic'

quality to this interconnectedness, a

plants produce oxygen, which we
aerobes breath intocombust food (often

plants), breathing out Co2 which is

used by plants to make sugars (a food
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for aerobes). The realisation can often

arise more easily when the discipline is

carried out in an appropriate setting,

such as an extensive area offree nature

,

where the environmenthas experienced

as little negative human interference as

possible. Ample time must be given for

the experiences to arise, and careful

SHALLOW (REFORM)
ECOLOGY

Natural diversity is a
' valuable resource fortis y

:

It is nonsense to talk about

value except as value for

mankind

Plant species should be saved

because of their value as

genetic reserves for human
agriculture and medicine.

Pollution should be decreased

if it threatens economic growth.

Developing nations*

population growth threatens

ecological equilibrium.

“Resource” means resource for

- humans. ;

~

-

People will not tolerate a
'

"broad decrease in their

standard of living.

Nature is cruel and necessarily

' SO.
;

.

;

and correct guidance given. One can

also carry the ‘koan* around with one in

daily life, as is done in some forms of

Zen koans .. No student of ecology is

ever introduced to this mode of

mental discipline - in our schools and

colleges. There is no culture of

experiencing oneness with the natural

world. All one does on an ecology field

trip is to collect and measure. Deep

GAIATHEORY

contemplation of nature is considered

to be at worst a waste of time, at best

something to do during one’s spare

time.

It can be argued that truly great

scientists had this connection,this sense

ofthe greater whole ofwhich theywere

a part. Without educating this

DEEP ECOLOGY

Natural diversity has

its own (intrinsic) value.

Equating value with value

for humans reveals a

racial prejudice.

Plant species should be

saved because of their

instrinsic value.

Decrease of pollution has

priority over economic

growth.

World population at the

present level threatens

ecosystems but the popula-

tion and behavior of industrial

states more than any others.

Human population is today

excessive.

“Resource” means resource

for living beings.

People should not tolerate a

broad decrease in the quality

of life but in the standard of

living of overdeveloped nations.

Man is cruel but not

necessarily so.

sensitivity, we chum out scientists

without philosophy, who are merely

interested in their subject, but not

thoroughly awed by it. We chum out

clever careerists, whose only concern

is to make the grade, be the first to

publish, be the first to be head of a

department, or to split the atom.

It is this kind oftrainingwhich leads

to the mentality responsible for the

massive social and environmental

mistakes ofWestern style development.

Trained to shut down our perception of

the world so that we see it as a mere

machine, we are perfectly free to

improve the clockwork for our own
ends. We are perfectly free to build

huge dams which flood vast areas,

perfectly free to log old growth forests,

perfectly free to sanction economic

growth at all costs , or to alter the genetic

make up of any organism for our own
ends.

Gaian perception helps to remedy

this great mental and spiritual plague, a

malaise which has arisen in the West

and which is now claiming millions of

victims, human and non-human,
throughout the world. Whether right or

wrong, whether Gaian self-regulation

is going on or not, Gaian perception

connects us with the seemless nature of

existence, and opensup anewapproach
to scientific research basedon scientific

intuitions arising from the scientist’s

personal, deeply subjective ecological

experience. When the young scientist

in training has sat on a mountain top,

and has completed her first major

assignment to ‘think like a mountain’,

that is, to dwell and deeply identify

with a mountain, mechanistic thinking

will never take root in her mind. When
she eventually goes out to practice her

science in the world, she will be fully

aware that every interconnected aspect

of it has its own intrinsic value,

irrespective of its usefulness to the

economic activities of human beings.

I would like to express my sincere

thanks to James Lovelock and Arne

Naess for their generous help in

developing my appreciation of these

ideas and experiences - of Gaia theory

and deep ecology.

Dr. StephanHardinghas aPh.D.

in Ecology from Oxford
University, UK. A committed

scientist, Stephan has always

groped at the core of science,

searching for a more intuitive

and abstract understanding of
phenomena.Heteaches Ecology

at the Schumacher College in

Devon , an institution given to

the study of ecology and
spirituality.
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SHORT STORY

Ilove thee to the depth andbreadth and
height

My soul can reach

Banyan Tree
CHRISTINE GOMEZ

We celebrate the banyan tree

with this touching short story.

The function was held in the audito-

rium, opposite the huge banyan tree.

No one knew how old the tree was. It

was believed that the tree was much
older than the college itself, which had
celebrated its ISO years a few years

ago. From the dais Father A.B. looked

He had pretended not to understand

her meaning. She had accused him of
running away from life and reality. He
had not even paused to analyse his

feelings, but consciously and deliber-

ately killed whatever it was that had
grown between them. He didn’t even

bother to give it a name. But one thing

he still remembered. He had clutched

desperately at Hopkins’s ‘terrible son-

nets’ and read them repeatedly as he
paced up and down under the same tree

for many nights after that.

Z ^17ou are invited for theV sashtiyabthapoorthi ofRever-
-JL endFatherAntonyBashyam’.
The gilt edged invitation card was

shown to him only after most of the

cardshadbeendespatched to his friends,

admirers, former students and col-

leagues. The organisers knew that if

Father A.B. got wind of it, he would
quash the idea right at the beginnning.

That’swhat he had donetwo years ago,

when an abortive attempt had been
made toholdapublic functiontohonour
him at his retirement.

But this time the organisers had
planned in secret, leaving no room for

loopholes. TheRectorandeventhe Father
Provincial had given prior permission.

The latter would be the guest ofhonour
at the function. Ministers and Vice—
Chancellorsofuniversitiesand all former

students were to grace the function.

Having taught English for more than

three decades inone ofthe most famous
Christian colleges in Tamil Nadu, Father

Antony Bashyam, a gifted teacher and

orator, was a well known and much
|

admired person. Hailing from a Brahmin g
family converted to Christianity, Father

AB. had acted as a bridge of goodwill

between Hindus and Christians. He
counted many Hindu religious and
social leaders among his close friends.

When Father A.B. found that his

protests against the celebration were of
no avail, he gave in gracefully. But he
decided to switch off his mind during

the eulogies. As a college principalwho
had to attend many meetings, he had

perfectedtheart ofsittingwith a look of
rapt attention during long dull speeches.

out ofthe window at his favourite tree.

He had been drawn to that tree, under

which he had sought and sometimes

got enlightened, dining his morning
meditation before mass and vespers

before returning to his room at night.

It was under this tree that his M.A.
classmate, Menaka Menon read out

loud, the poems of Elizabeth Barrett

Browning in her deep, husky voice.

HowdoIlovethee?Letmecounttheways.

No worst there is none. Pitchedpast

pitch ofgrief.
Morepangs will, schooledatforepangs,

wilder wring.

Comforter, where, where isyour com-
forting?...

Myown heartletmehavemorepityon; let

Me live to my sadselfhereafter kind.

Charitable; notlivethistormentedmind
With this tormented mind tormenting

yet.
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Once he had crossed that crisis,there

was no faltering. He felt free, liberated

from the human need for emotional

props. Menaka discontinued her stud-

ies soon after that.

Father A.B. remembered secretly

comparing himselfto that same banyan

tree. Once, after he had taken over as

Principal, the Botany professor told

him that the prop roots ofthe tree never

could reach the ground and take root

because the students were constantly

swingingon them. He had even gone so

far as to suggest that a watchman be

employed to catch the students and fine

them. “ The prop roots are absolutely

essential to bearthe tree’s weight. With-

outthem the treemay die

or be uprooted prema-

turely”, he had warned.

Father A.B smiled and

]
said, “Oh, boys will be

[I(|1I boys. We can’t fine them

IP, J for that”.

WS (P Personally he thought

BL / that the Botany profes-

i sorwas makingtoomuch
\ out ofnothing. “ Haven’t

j \ \ I got on well without

/ \ props?Mytreewilltoo”,

[
I he said to himself.

I During his rounds he

tree must have shared the happy mo-

ments of the students, overheard the

cooing oflovers and participated in the

meditations of solitaries like myself’,

thought Father A.B. smiling to himself

as he looked at his tree fondly.

The strident tones ofthe last speaker

woke him up from his reverie. “Father

Antony Bashyam was indeed all things

to all people. He was a genial compan-

ion to carefree youth, a Father confes-

sor and consoler to lonely souls in

trouble or sorrow. He even smoothened

the course of true love and made many
marriages possible by mediating with

reluctant and sometimes even hostile

parents! He was everybody’s friend!

He was a Brahmin among Brahmins

and a Christian among Christians. It is

indeed fitting that this his sixtieth birth-

day celebrations should be the uniting

point of two great traditions”.

There was thunderous applause fol-

lowed by announcements of various

prizes, trophies and scholarships insti-

tuted in FatherAntonyBashyam’sname.

Therewere heaps ofgarlands - roses,

jasmines, sandalwood, silk, pith, zari,

silkworm cocoons and shawls.

Father A.B. felt too exhausted that

night to take his customary after-dinner

walk to his tree. He retired to bed soon

Around eleven that night there was a loud

crash. Some said theyfelt a tremor. The

Fathers rushed out in their night clothes. The

banyan tree hadfallen down. Later in the day,

the Botany professor would endorse his

opinion about theprop roots and the single

weakening tap root which was unable to bear

the strain and weight.

had often noticed that the tree was a

favourite haunt ofstudents during their

free hours. So he built a circularcement

bench all around the tree. Furthermore,

he shifted the college canteen to a new
building near his tree, opposite the

auditorium. The students were thrilled.

“No one understands us as much as

Father A.B.” they commented.

He found them sipping tea on the

bench, both in small groups or in pairs.

Sometimes, lovers sat there too. “ This

after dinner. He felt strangely unsettled

in his mind. He couldn’t really pinpoint

the cause of his unease. Suddenly he

heard Menaka’s voice. This time she

wouldn’t be silenced.

I love thee freely, as men strive for

Right;

I love thee purely, as they turn from
Praise. *

After all the years of studiously

avoiding thoughts ofher, feelings came

rushing back and overwhelmed him.

I love thee with the breath,

Smiles, tears, ofall my life land ifGod
choose,

I shall but love thee better after death.

Around eleven that night there was

a loud crash. Some said they felt a

tremor. The Fathers rushed out in their

night clothes. The banyan tree had fallen

down. Later in the day, the Botany

professor would endorse, his opinion

about the prop roots and the single

weakening tap root which was unable

to bear the strain and weight.

“Where’s Father A.B? Has he slept

through all this commotion?” someone

asked.

“Oh, don’t disturb him”, said the

Rector. “ He looked very tired last night

at dinner. The news about the tree can

wait till morning. It’s bound to upset

him. After all it was his favourite tree.

I call it his alter ego”.

The next morningwhen Father A.B.

didn’t turnup for mass or breakfast and

didn’t respond to the knocking at his

door, they broke open the door. There

on the bed lay the body ofFather A.B.,

hand clutching his heart and face

slightly contorted with pain.

Dr. Christine Gomez did her PhD
from M.S.University, Baroda, in

English Literature. She has taught at

the Holy Cross College,

years.

publications to hercredit, bothfiction

LM ndn fiction

have been published in hading
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Ifyouhavean originalshortstory written inEnglish,oragoodtranslation

from a vernacular language, send them to us with your brief resume.

Stories will beselectedfor their high quality, theme andstyle. This is also

a special invitation for yomg people who write well, have not been
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A.C. PART I

The world is going crazy

Succumbing to the heat

Electricity goes missing

And there isn’t any meat.

I wouldn’t have believed it

if I hadn’t lived to see

A company of grbwn up men
In love with an A.C.

She was dying, she was sparking

and complaining all day long

But they wouldn’t leave couldn’t

grieve

praying she’d be strong.

They fed her water on a drip

They prayed and coaxed and cried

But finally,

God rest her soul

She just gave up and died.

The doctor came with hopeless eyes

pronouncing she was gone

But love is blind, they still believed

She would go on and on.

We came on Sunday just to mourn

to sweat and try again

There wasn’t any business

and there wasn’t any rain.
;

Oh my oh my, why do they try

try my idea instead

And wake up in September

when the days are cool

the tourists rich

life is sane

this nervous twitch

is past and gone

and Sundays are designed to stay in

bed!

A.C. PART II

The story follows

sad to tell

With days spent in the fires of hell

Of restless days

and sleepless dreams

Of perspiration pouring ceaselessly in

streams.

Tormentors came to watch them cry

with helpful hints for keeping dry

And promises today by noon
A brand new A.C. was coming very

But every hour the heat went on

And hope was nearly all but gone

What to do ? then..no power

A muttered voice said

I’ll be at my cousins’ for an hour.

And Tuesday passed and Thursday

passed

And Friday came and would they last

Then finally they said, enough !

The time has come my friend

And now we’re getting tough.

Despatched into the midday sun

The desperate salesman swore

This battle would be won.

They tore the A.C. man from his rest

And challenged him to die or do his

best.

He came within an hour, orwas it two?

And settowork,notmuch else couldhe do

He drilled and screwed and filled at a

Pace

o oo

\ / ^

tool
BOX

Till finally the great machine was

ready in place.

We switched it on
We held our breath

A threshold that was life or death.

She purred and hummed
without a doubt

the fires of hell did slowly start

to melt and fizzle out.

Their joy grew bold their hopes grew

strong

Then suddenly..Oh no I heard a cry

The damn thing’s going wrong!

Take me to your leader !

someone yelled

As joys and hopes and all that stuff

were quelled

At once the crowds were gathered

for the fray

Would this thing work

Orwould there be another death today?

The A.C. man had quite a lot to lose

He hastily returned and changed a fuse

As cousins, colleagues, friends and half

the town
Waited with low voices and deep

frowns.

But slowly as the air began to chill

The frowns and consternation left until

The voice I had been waiting for all day

proclaimed the time has come we’re

going home 9
to shower eat and pray!^>

^ t/\l
A « Q Karen Thomas

f /) Devon, England.
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PHOTOGRAPH:

RIPIN

KALRA

POETRY

THE RHYME OF PASSION
Ibn Batuta, a friend and I Batuta intoned. Greater Delhi 1, 14th century

Sat in Batuta’s well-stocked library Tughlakabadand Jahanpanah bridging the gap,

on the map.

Of course, ifthe|e is'oneil^fe is f§x>int to consider. Din Panah, ai^atopbad, i

For to studyanythi^ Mand i ’
Sadar ’

Batuta said not a word, just got up,

Went to the shelf, picked up a fat dusty book We saw the Raj in all its grandeur.

Came back and handed it to us Delhi Municipality, Civil Lines, Raisina Municipality,

And said softly, “Go on, take a look”. New Cantonment Area

Where Curzon held Dilli Durbar, it created quite a stir,

bathed in a glow?

5 Ah, ‘twas.Majya Danaf, rushin^^^|»H|
Of the belov^lndraprastha ofPa^^™HM
liiiiiillM

To the workers carrying sljmRtby tons.

329 B.C

f “Watcnthec heAe!” said he.

j ;
Prince Delu was pomppusljjwmtificating,

“Let thisigoiclf# ei^ LI after me!”

lding the key

h »k at the city,

v *‘I want to make it -a egend of art,

A city of|oy, |lose to my heart”.

Abracadabra the page flipped fast.

A glimpse of Lai ot flashing....

Thd incense of twenty sev|nte|npl< wafted past,

3ngs lashing.

'SixJa)ndre^ye4s o Islamic reign

WllllMili^Mtei^iWlle -ocky terrain.

iks, Sayyads,

J ( Lodis, Mujhals and Afghans.

Shahenshahs’ names blazed past, words in fire.

What were their dreams, for what did they aspire....

a haze.

Leffalone m the room, now in no doubt

fflttfpast has shown the way, we wanted to shout.

liillllpllllllill
would be our tutor. I

Id up the mast!

follies and appreciate the wholeness,

ning, we must confess.

Not into necropolis this metropolis we’U make

Repair what is there with conservative surgery.

Prune Delhi gently, make it into a blossoming tree.

“The changing kings and kingdoms pass away.

The gorgeous legends of a bygone day.

But thou dost still immutably remain

Unbroken symbol of proud histories.

Unaging priestess of old mysteries”— (Sarojini Naidu)

Hark now, fear not! there is still time f t

Reshma Singh and Swapna Sundaram

T.V.B School ofHabitat Studies

New Delhi



CHANDI PRASAD BHATT

The CHIPKO movement which literally

means the 'movement to embrace ’ is well known
throughout the world. It is a non-violent, highly

principledstruggle to save the Himalayasfrom
eternal damnation due to deforestation and land
abuse.

The Movement was born in March 1973,

when a team ofrepresentativesfrom a sports

goodsfactory reached Gopeshwar, a tiny hamlet

in Chamoli in the Garhwal region. They were

told to cut down ten ash trees allotted to them.

The villagersprotested and hugged the trees to

save themfrom the axes. Thus they ‘hugged’ or

‘embraced’ the trees, and the name CHIPKO
came to stay.

The CHIPKO movement isfamousfor the

incident at Reni, some 22kms.from Joshimath.

One day all the menfolk ofthis village were

away and the contractor, taking this

opportunity, beganfelling trees. The women
were undaunted. Under the leadership ofGaura
Devi, an illiterate woman, they marched into the

forest singing, “Theforest is our mother ’s

home, we willprotect it with all our might’’.

Chandi Prasad Bhatt is theprincipal catalyst

ofthis movement. I met him in Dehradun. He
struck me as having all the necessary

characteristics ofa leader - an imposing

personality, a verypleasant, smilingface and
the quiet assurance born ofconviction. Added to

this was a large dose ofhumility: He spoke

simply and truthfully. This ticket clerkfor a bus

company in Rishikesh had come a long way as a

peoples ’ leaderand was given the Magsasay

Awardfor community service.

The CHIPKO movement in its conception and
execution has remaineda rural mass movement,

practicalandpersonal, not hypothetical. It

clings not only to the trees but to the manifold

aspects oflife in this region. The CHIPKO
movement has sproutedbranches in most ofthe

districts ofUttarakhand.

In this conversation which is rather general

in nature, I have tried toprobe into thepsyche

ofyoungerpeople who are leaving the

mountains in large numbersfor the quick money
and lifestyle ofthe plains.

In conversation with

Chandi Prasad Bhatt

RUKMINI SEKHAR

Rukmini Sckhar: Your love for the Himalayas and your

work to preserve them is well known. What was your

inspiration? Anyone in your family?

Chandi Prasad Bhatt: Not really. I grewup ina conventional

family. When I was a year old my father passed away. My
widowed mother somehow managed to bring me and my
sister up. We were financially comfortable as we were a

typical Brahmin family.

RS: Where did you study?

C.P.B: I studied Sanskrit in Gopeshwar and Rudraprayag in

the Garhwal Himalayas. I finished my school and didn’t

study further.

RS: We hear it said often, that life in the mountains is very
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hard and that people are very poor. I am inclined to believe

that poverty is a very relative thing. How do you judge

poverty in the mountains? Is it that what appears to us to be

poverty is actually sound ecological living?

C.P.B: As far as the question of land is concerned, there is

not much difference in how much a person holds. Only a

family that doesn’t get even one meal a day is considered

really poor of one whose entire harvest is destroyed by frost

or hailstones. Those families whose average livelihood is

buttressed by money from outside, say, from someone

working in the army, are, of course, considered better off

than the others who are entirely dependent on farming.

Work, such as carrying firewood or cooking on it was a way

of life and not indicative of poverty. Farming is essentially

an activity of an extended family and most work is not only

thus distributed but earned more income as well.

The mountains have a way of dealing with the lesser

privileged, like the Harijans. They had very little land and

so became blacksmiths who made hoes for the farmers. The

latter, in turn, gave them grain. Now the self-sufficiency

chain is direly threatened. Ever since companies like the

Tatas have come in, the concept of poverty has changed.

R.S: What do you have to say about the ‘money-order

economy’ ofGarhwal and Kumaon? In the sense that more

and more able people are working away from the mountains

in the plains and send their families money. These people,

mostly young men, take on just about anyjobs that they can

lay their hands on, like domestic service and restaufant

assistance. What about cultural continuity?

C.P.B: Cultural continuity demands ecological continuity.

I agree entirely that the economy ofthe Himalayas is largely

funded from the outside. The reasons for this are complex

and are ah outcome of modem pressures, not the least of

them being the necessity to possess the objects of material

comfort that the plainspeople enjoy. In fact, there is a joke

that the government needs to open more post offices in the

mountains to receive those money orders! As I said earlier,

life in the mountains is perceived to be difficult and young

people don’t have that much patience any more.

R.S: Is it difficult?

C.P.B: To go up and down is difficult, isn’t it?

R.S: But isn’t that up and down an integral part of

mountain life?

C.P.B: I’m not talking about going to the plains and back up

again - it’s within the mountain area itself. A person works

for about ten hours and hardly earns much money which he

can by doing two hours ofwork in the plains. The other thing

is that the quality of life in the mountains is fast deteriorating

because of ecological mismanagement. Deforestation is

rampant and kills the entire ecology of the region. People

would rather work as road labourers than farm.

R.S: Is this phenomenon here to stay?

C.P.B: No,I wouldn’t say so. People are returning gradually,

disillusioned by the rat race in the plains. Ifa person has half

an acre of land, he has realised that with efficient water

We used to get special vacations during

harvest time, but now schools get their

usual June vacations . In fact, students

get to come home more because of

strikes and closures

!

management he can grow fruittrees for commercial purposes

as well as garlic, ginger and onions for home consumption.

R.S: Are you saying that cash cropping has helped?

C.P.B: It does help as long as it doesn’t spoil the land. Ifone

variety of tree grows well in a certain area, then people

assume that the same land will take any kind oftree. This will

naturally deplete the soil. For instance, it was a tradition to

grow walnuts and villages have been named after it. But if

this is done with hazel nuts, then it becomes a futile

experiment.
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In the CHIPKO movement we encourage people to grow
fruit trees and we did see sudden improvement in their

income. Hay increased and so the cows gave more milk.

R.S: Bhatt Ji, I’m sorry to keep stressing on this point, but

do you think that the young people of the mountains are

demoralised and will shun what they consider this ‘old style

of living’?

C.P.B: Even in the mountains the old style has changed.

When we were youngwe ate chapattis with salt and dal only

on special occasions. Now, vegetables and dal are a regular

feature. If young peoples’ aspirations are met, then the

mountains are as good a place as any. However, living in the

mountains requires a special mind set and ifwe try and ape

a plains-style of living, it will be disastrous.

The mountain people were well known for their excellent

physique and that used to get them into the army. Now,
malnutrition levels are quite high and so, their bodies are not

fit enough for the army. Even education does not get them
in. There was only one inter college in my time. In the last

forty years, colleges have multiplied greatly and students

can do theirM.A here. They finish their degrees and go away
and parents have to deal with a great deal ofdisappointment.
As I said earlier, this trend is slowly changing and young
boys are returning if only to open small restaurants and tea

shops and become tourist guides.

R.S: Talking of education in Garhwal, is it a practical

system? Do students get vacations at the time ofyear when
they can join hands with their family occupations?

C.P.B: Like everything, this too has changed. We used to get

special vacations during harvest time, but now schools get

theirusual June vacations. In fact, students get to come home
more because of strikes and closures!

R.S: What is your overall view of agriculture and develop-

ment in the hills?

C.P.B: Land has become very fragmented in the Himalayas
now and the whole aspect ofcultivation has to be approached

in a different way. The first thing that the hill development

enthusiasts should understand is that fruits and vegetables

cannot replace cereals. Cereals do not reach the mountains

so easily, especially where roads are bad. So people must
cultivate cereals for subsistence.

Then there is the whole issue ofmixed cropping. All the

basic subsistence products were grown at the local level,

namely, wheat, sesame and lentils. Now, development

technologists are urging the villagers to grow soyabean for

commercial purposes. The value of soyabean is entirely in

the hands of the market, say that of Rudrapur, and villagers

have no control. Unlike in the case of urad dal which was
grown anyway for local consumption and the surplus was
then given to the market.

The other aspect of development is power. Chamoli
boasts of several small rivers from which electricity can be

generated. Instead of doing that, we are still debating about

the Tehri dam which will take about twenty to thirty years

to complete. With smaller projects risks are minimised and

they can also be dismantled when their utility is over, ifat all.

CHIPKO’S CHARTER
• The major objective of the forest policy should

be to emphasise the function of forests in the

conservation of soil and water resources. Forest

policyshould change from exploitation to nurturing

of forest wealth. Hence commercial felling should

be entirely halted in major river catchments of the

Himalayas.

• There should be a proper survey of forest land

and crops. Proper provision should be made for the

fulfillment ofminimal needs ofthe local population.

• Attempts to afforest barren lands should be
launched on a war footing and villagers should

receive every encouragement to take up farm
forestry.

'

• The contractor system should be completely

abolished in the forestry sector; the local population

should instead be made partners in all forestry

operations. The young people and uneducated

unemployed in the villages should be constituted

into co-operatives for this purpose.

• Forest based industries should be set up in the

small sector in rural areas and supported by the raw
material harvested through minimal expioitation of

j

wood.
|

• There is an unfortunate trend towards the

imposition of fast growing exotics of commercial
importance when raising new plantations. Instead,

j

the emphasis should be on species appropriate to
[

local ecology and the needs of the locals .
j
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Have we not wasted so much time all these years? We
could easily get a hundred megawatts ifwe build a dam every

halfkilometre. This experiment has been done by the Gram
Seva Sansthan Parishad. Enough electricity is being gener-

ated through windmills to run oil and flour mills.

The government is not really inclined to go for smaller

projects and implement change at the grass root level.

Officials get transferred before they are able to do anything.

And then, ofcourse, bigger projects mean more money to all

concerned. Today, any so called ‘development’ is closely

tied up with vested interests.

R.S: What is the CHIPKO movement’s chief focus these

days?

C.P.B: The problems that face the Himalayas are faced by
the rest of the country too. What is the capacity of the land

to produce? What is required for subsistence? There are

people who cannot even have one square meal a day. We
don’t want to get into commerce just yet. Our focus is the

source, namely the environment. We want to look at proper

watershed management and simultaneously, hand over

responsibility of forest management to the villagers. This

applies to reserve forests as well. We say that the Joint Forest

Management instituted by the government is not the best

thing since government officials are usually the first breakers

of the law. On the other hand, the villagers have been

subsisting on the forests for centuries and so realise their

importance and are concerned about its preservation. Greening

through forestryprojects is one ofthe chiefaims ofCHIPKO.

R.S: Have you been successful?

C.P.B: Success in such things is a slow process with no
miracles to show for it. The first visible element is faith in

themselves and in peoples’ movements. Fruits are growing

well and there seems to be enough fodder. CHIPKO’s
biggest strength is its women. Milk dairies are now run

entirely by women and and the money comes straight to the

village. Earlier, when the men were handling it, a lot of the

moneywas spent in alcohol. Less time isnowused for fodder

collection, so women can devote more time to their children

and overall health has improved.

Smaller valleys of the Alakananda are getting greened,

say, almost two thirds. This is not our own assessment, but

that of scientists from outside agencies. Credit for this

greening rests not only with the people, but with nature

herself. Ifpeople have put in a hundred trees, then nature has

contributed several hundreds. For the Himalayas are fertile.

The government Forest Department is authorised to cut

only dead trees. But we all know what the reality is. The
villagers are not allowed to go into certain portions of the

forest, so they really can’t monitor tree felling or stop the

killing of musk deer which is also attributed to the forest

officials. CHIPKO is fighting for entry of villagers into the

forest and to be allowed to monitor things.

R.S: For years you have been working in the mountains.

Obviously, your love for nature has keptyou going. What are

your deepest feelings about it?

C.P.B: My relationship with nature is very simple, yet

deeply emotional. I feel that I can have a very personal

dialogue with the mountains. Every time a tree is cut or an

animal slaughtered, I feel that my own back is being broken.

Every time I walk along, I dread the fact that I will be

inadvertently crushing a tiny flower or ant. The mountains

are everything to me.

R.S: Among the readers of THE EYE are several young
people. What do you have to say to them?
C.P.B: Needless to say, most change is in the hands of the

currently dynamic generation, that is the youth. Young
people have always come forward to make this happen.

Look at the independence movement. All that brimming
energy needs to be channelised. Lack of direction is a big

problem these days. The only one seems to be that of
competition. I appeal to the young to use their education to

think independently and carve out their own path irrespec-

tive of popular opinion.

Transliteration and translation from the Hindi by
ManwhiMaft /. y A-

Photographs: MipinXolra \ \
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KATHAKALI-AFANTASY

In our section on Tributes we have

paid homage to the author who is no

more with us. Thefollowing article is

almost breathless in its child-like

enthusiasm . Although he was a

scholar and could well expound on

the subject like an academic, he has

chosen , in this article, to let his

inspiration bubble up and wallow in

the more poetic aspects ofKathakali.

Here was a man infused by the

fervour that makes a Kathakali

bhrantan or Kathakali maniac.

Kathakali
A Fantasy

in Ultimate

Poetry

APPUKUTTAN NAIR

T he horizon where the blue sky

merges with the blue sea

assumes agoldenyellowcolour,

the clouds appearing like burning

parchmentwiththe mountains and trees

making a silhouette. The birds fly to

their nests, the cows return home after

their daily grazing inthe green pastures,

and nature is gradually engulfed in

darkness. The day bids farewell with

twilight heralding the arrival of night

with its mystic darkness and pregnant

silence.

We suddenly hear the sound of the

conch, the gong and the cymbals. The
sound of the chenda and maddalam
proclaims in an atmosphere of blurred

vision and muted sounds, the unusual

arrival ofa mystical aesthetic creation.

You are invited to stay in this magic

world until the cool hours of the morn-

ing. The world in which the characters

of Indian mythology will live again.

The vision of the mundane world is

cut out by the darkness ofthe night. The
blaze from the huge solitary bronze

lamp takes you to a new world of

mysticism., all worldly sounds gradu-

ally fade out and the body settles down.

A new world ofsound is created by the

chendaf maddalam ,
gong and cymbals.

You are strictly within the confines of

an illusory atmosphere. And from this

transcendental darkness, there emerge

phantasmal forms in bright colours of

red, gold, green and black, their radi-

ance enhanced by the wavering golden

red flame of the bronze lamp. A world

of disbelief in conception, perception

and communication is about to unfold.

Themes drawn from Hindu mythol-

ogy, which are concrete forms of ab-

stract concepts said through stories -

these themes are transformed into fa-

miliar yet miraculous forms and com-

municated by symbolic and stylised

gestures far removed from literalness.

This is an incredible world created by

extravagant imagination or bhavana. It

aims at providing a contra-positive pre-

sentation in a venue strictly confined

by darkness superimposed by the wavy
light of the solitary lamp and also the

silence superimposed by the loud

rhythm of the chenda and cymbals.

This confinement and limitation of

area tends to increase the intensity of

the performances. This principle of

confinement seems to extend to the

principle offacial makeup in Kathakali.

The face, which is the field of expres-

sion, is bounded by a thick, large white

chutti. The lustrous green face onwhich

the red eyes, elongated and enlarged by

lines, stand out like sparkling rubies;

the lips are elongated and painted cher-

ry red and are a dark contrast to the

green face. Thus the focus of facial

expression, namely the eyes and lips

are made vitally conspicous.

Every item in the make up, cos-

tumes and ornaments is aimed to

hyperbolise the movements of the or-

gans, sub-organs and the whole body of

the performer. The expansive skirt am-

plifies the slightest tilt of the feet, the

belL-mouthed clothhangovers suspend-

ed from the neck maximise the swing of

the body. The silver nails ofthe fingers,

when depicting the lotus, make the

quivering of the petals lengthy and

lustrous. At the same time, in ferocious

moods, these same long nails look like

claws. The reddened eyes convey in-

tense passion in sringara but a fero-

cious look in raudra.

The brilliant colours of Keralas’s

landscape, are they not the colours of

Kathakali ? Is not the predominant

green ofthe tropical forests and paddy

fields ofKerala the fundamental colour

of the face of the paccha (green) char-

acter? In the fringes of red laterite

drawing designs on the lush green land-

scape, do we not find a replica of the

face of the kathi (lit. knife) character?

The red laterite earth in midland Kerala,

is it not the predominant colour of the

dancers’ jackets and the face of the

chuvanna tadi (red beard)? Is not the

golden sand ofthe beaches in lowland
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Kerala the colour of the face of the

minukku (lit.shiny) and the extravagant

golden ornaments ? And the black

colour of the huge granite rocks in

highland Kerala, is it not the colour of

the kari (black) character?

The merging of the abstract blue of

the sea with the abstract blue ofthe sky

- abstract because the sea blue and the

sky blue are illusory colours of the

colourless water of the sea and the

colourless air in the sky. Against this

backdrop,Kerala’s solid landscape with

her brilliant hues of green, red black,

yellow and white come to life in

Kathakali and Kutiyattam.

HISTORY OF KATHAKALI
When and how did Kathakali origi-

nate? It is a question that cannot be

answered with complete precision.

It evolved as an art form over a

lengthoftime,drawing inspirationfrom

Kerala’s landscape,painting, sculpture,

the folk arts , rituals and kalaris (a place

where the military heritage ofthe Nairs

were sustained).

Originally, Patayani and Mudiyettu
in the erstwhile Travancore State in-

spired the Kottarakara Tampuran to

write eight Ramayana plays as

Ramanattam. The performances were
virulent, action packed and dance dom-
inating, with a rather crude sense of
costume and unrefined singing by the

Andfrom this

transcendental darkness,

there emerge phantasmal

forms in bright colours of

red, gold, green and black,

their radiance enhanced by

the wavering golden red

flame ofthe bronze lamp. A
world ofdisbeliefin

conception, perception and

communication is about to

unfold.

performers themselves. This was im-

proved upon by Vettath Raja and more
substantially by Kottayam Tampuran
in north Kerala. The fast and violent

rhythmic movements were replaced by
subtler movements which included

rasabhinaya and charming little

kalasams or dance punctuations. He
wrote and staged four Mahabharata

plays. This was again improved upon
by a school of actors called

Kalladikodan and later by Kalpingadan
and Kartika Tirunal Maharaja. Now,
rasabhinaya and other poetic elements

were introduced with ideas from the

highly refined Kutiyattam, the Sanskrit

theatre of Kerala. Kathakali began to

acquire a certain form and stability at

this stage.

As mentioned earlier, Kerala’s land-

scape provided inspiration to the solid

colour scheme in Kathakali while its

traditional painting and sculpture as

seen in the Kalamezhuttu (dhooli

chitra), murals and sculpture provided

its form,shape and ornamentation. Folk

arts and rituals, particularly themes

like Darika Vadham by Bhadrakali,

provided the
‘

vadham* or concept of

‘destruction of evil’, which is veiy

prominent in Kathakali themes. The
kalaries developed the body culture,

stamina and mind-discipline ofthe per-

former. The social fabric fitted

• Kathakali into the folds of the royal

families, Nair taravads and Nambudiri
illams . They were part of the

Sanskritised elite. Kathakali thus be-

came very refined and acquired a halo

of Sanskritised culture. In fact, it be-

came the younger, more popular, free

for all sister of Kutiyattam. .

In his book, Kathakali, Professor

Clifford Jones wrote in 1970, ‘While

Kathakali has now a broader, more
popular patronage, it is still the descen-

dants of the families of the traditional

patrons who form the inner core ofthe
real afficionados ofthis very special art

form’.

The world of Kathakali has its fer-

vent devotees. The extremely devoted-

the Kathakali bhrantan, or thosewhom
the ‘Kathakali madness’ has touched,

will seriously sitthrough nine-hourlong

performances for several days in suc-

cession. After the marathon of an all-

night performance, they will discuss,

point by point, the actors’ interpreta-

tion and technique ofthe previous night
until high noon of the following day,

only then bestirring themselves for a

bath and a quick something to eat. They
will then hurry on to the next night’s

performance. One must be very hardy
- the playing seasons last for months
until the cycle of monsoons returns.

The Kathakali bhrantan is a mani-

ac. And Kathakali mania is an intense

excitement, almost insanely passion-

ate ! Imagine, there were people like

Mahakavi Vallathol’s father, who used

to keep awake the nights watching

Kathakali continuously for forty one

full nights without a break ! The
word,‘balletomaniac’ is used in the
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The brilliant colours of

Keralas ’s landscape, are

they not the colours of

Kathakali?

sameway to describe a person addicted

to ballet in the West

!

How and why does Kathakali create

such a maniac ? Because in Kathakali

you are transported to an entirely dif-

ferent world offantasy,where the mun-
dane world disappears. The fantasy of

Kathakali takes you to the ultimate in

poetry withthe attakatha (performance

manual), a recreation ofthe myth as the

manana kavya for cogitative or con-

templative delight, the rhythmic mu-
sic, the padams , the sravya kavyas for

auditory relish and the actual perfor-

mance as a drsya kavya for visual rap-

ture. Thus it is a three dimensional

poem covering contemplative, audito-

ry and visual visceras.

KATHAKALI AS POETRY
ULTIMATE

If we observe and experience a

Kathakali performance on stage and

link it to the theories, definitions, no-

menclatures, classifications and instruc-

tions in Bharata’s Natya Shaslra , we
can see that the prayoga or stage prac-

tice does not strictly follow the canons

laid by Bharata. Kathakali gives more
emphasis to Natya Dharmi whether in

vachika, angika or the aharya aspects

ofabhinaya. The costumes, setting and

s
abhinaya technique make a Kathakali

stage performance ineffective -in terms

ofthe eight satvika bhavas oftheNatya

Shastra. So also, the Natya Shastra

interpretation of satvika abhinaya as

being the complete involvement of the

‘mind’ ofthe performer in the portrayal

of the character in question. The
Kathakali approach to satvikaabhinaya

runs counter to Bharata’s theory. The
performer should never get mentally

involved in the portrayal ofa character,

because, the performer, though in cos-

tume representing a particular charac-

ter, will be required to portray not only

several human characters but also birds

and animals. Therefore, in Kathakali,

satvika means not involving the mind
but applying prana

, the life breath.

Kathakali is not natya , nritta or

nrittya as defined by Bharata but a

three dimensionalpoem capable ofaural

and visual qualities involving all the

three togetherand separately. Kathakali

is the theatre ofpoetry. Even the forms

of address in this art form are poetic.

Thus King Nala addresses his wife

Damayanti as
“
Kuvalaya vilochane,

baale, bhaimi, kisalayadhaare ,

charusheele” (You with eyes like the

blue water lily, young girl, daughter of

King Bheema, with lips like tender

leaves, good natured one). All these are

literary poetic expressions, which are

intended to be exposited as visual act-

ing with the face, hands and the rest of

the body. Thus, the enactment of even

a single line of the text takes a long

time. This can be achieved only if the

actor is a poet endowed with qualities

of erudition (vyutpatti) and imagina-

tion (pratibha) and has a sound training

(abhyasa) in technique. Further, all

these time consuming poetic descrip-

tions lead to consummation of love

which takes no time at all, involving as

it does, only a quick spiral movement.
The musicians and drummers trans-

form the musical passages in the text to

bring in bhava or emotion. The drum-

mers even create the humming of the

bee and the singing of the cuckoo.

The Kathakali savant is a unique

type who contributes to the creation of

rasa and thus is a poet oneself, a poet

who is sahrdaya . The attakatha
, the text

of the performance, is a poem and its

author a poet. The performer on the

stage who recreates the attakatha as a

drsya kavya is a poet. The accompany-

ing drummers and musicians who recre-

ate the attakatha as a sravya kavya are

also poets. And the sahrdya
,
the rasika

who recreates the performance on the

stage for assimilation to generate rasa

for aesthetic rapture is also a poet.

And that is Kathakali. A congrega-

tion of poets who transform and recre-

ate a theme from Indian mythology.
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TYAGARAJA

T he life of Tyagaraja (1767-

1 867),whowasbom inaTelugu

family settled in Tamil Nadu,
has no external highlights. But over

eight hundred songs remain today, (out

of the far more legend claims he com-
posed), as the unique achievement ofa
rich and eventful inward life.

Tyagaraja was bom with a

temperamentwhich recalls that

of Francis of Assisi. It sponta-

neously accepted the world and
accepted it as the bounty of
God. The Chola country is the

bounty of Kaveri, as surely as

Egypt is the bounty ofthe Nile.

We see the river in his songs.

“This lady Kaveri gloriously

proceeding to the place of her

lord, the sea; fulfilling the de-

sires of all, without difference;

now speeding fast,now angrily

thundering, now placid, gra-

cious; with cuckoos singing on ^
either bank; touching shrine af- S
ter shrine and worshipping deity |
after deity...Look at her!” The ^
river becomes a symbol of life, |
and both are the bounty ofGod.

He did not want many gifts g
from life. He had the rich ca- $

pacity for happiness which can |
transmute the little into a pleni- £
tude. “Though you may have g
tens of thousands of money,
what you actually need is a handful of
rice. You need only one garment for

wearing and only three cubits of space
to lay your body to rest.” That iswhy he
rejected the patronage of the ruler of
Tanjore. He was not prepared to flatter

“mere men stuck up in their petty ego-

ism”. He did not withhold homage
where it was due. But those whom he
praised were “the noble soulswhoroved
the deep forest oftheirhearts and found
the Lord’s image”. The man who asked

God—“Is it fair for you to trick me by
giving me boons when what I want is

devotion?
—

” could not be tempted by
any gifts which mere men could offer.

Tyagaraja sharply distinguished re-

ligiosity from real religion. With a love

of pun as unabashed as that of
Shakespeare he laughs at the overfed

preceptor, for Gum also means the

heavy. He rejected all external formal-

isms of religion which lacked the reli-

gious spirit. “Crows and fish dive, does

Tyagaraja
KRISHNA CHAITANYA

it become an ablution in sacred waters?

Cranes close their eyes, does it become
divine contemplation? Goats eat only

leaves, does it become fasting? Mon-
keys residing in forests do not become
saints and unclad children are not na-

ked ascetics.” He showered ridicule on
the saint “who goes about like a bull

eating at any place anything he can

get”. And in a virulent idiom that re-

calls Jerome, he condemned men who
ran afterwomen like dogs after bitches,

and those dishonest men of religion

Tyagaraja was born with a

temperament which recalls

that ofFrancis ofAssisi. It

spontaneously accepted the

world and accepted it as

the bounty ofGod.

who prostituted their mother, the mind,

to the libertines called senses, for earn-

ing a little money.

Tyagaraja’s religion was a religion

ofpure joy. “He alone is blessed who is

cheerful, frees himself of all worries

and keeps himselfjoyous.” It was also

a religion of responsibility. He
rejected the widespread belief in

astrology and the belief in a pre-

determined destiny. In a series of

puns, justifiable by its contribu-

tion of assonances and disso-

nances to a lyric meant to be

sung, he claims that the tyranni-

cal power ofthe planets (grahas)
is really the effect ofbeing seized

(<agraha) by one ’sown transgres-

sions and the remedy is the sub-

jugation (nigraha) of passions,

the contemplation of the image

(vigraha) of God and obtaining

his blessing (anugraha). His own
favourite deity was Rama, but he

condemned sectarianism and in

the last analysis, Rama to him
was the perfect being, the man
who incarnated godliness by his

idealism. Metaphysically he was
a monist; but he was also a poet

and the poetic sensibility needs

the polar confrontation and at-

traction of two spirits—Martin

Buber’s I andThou—eventhough

they may form ultimately the

same identity. He resolves the apparent

dualism between monism and dualism

in a way only a poet could manage it.

“To realise ‘I that’ is best. To realise

that You are the whole universe is the

greatest happiness.”

Dualism often goes with the doc-

trine ofgrace and this creates an initial

difficulty because ofits apparent oppo-

sition to the doctrine of responsibility.

But that dilemma is also solved finally,

again by a poetic resolution. “Does the

child go to the mother or the mother to

the child? Does the cow go to the calf

or the calf to the cow? Do the paddy
fields go up to the clouds for water or

the rains come down? Does the lover go
after the beloved or the beloved after

the lover?”

“Intimacy is the heart’s joy in the

Beloved,” said A1 Maristani, a Sufi of
the Arabic tradition. Intimacy can lead

to boldness. And Tyagaraja becomes
very bold. “Who has been whispering
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evil about me in your ears? Your mind words ofthe lyrical text not blurred or interior dialogue of man and God,
has changed...Have you no loyal at- distorted, but the music was able to ebb Tyagaraja consistently uses the lower
tachment?WhenI approachyou fondly, and flow with the poetic feeling. Com- notes when he refers to himselfand the

you become stuck up, like the king of poser theorists like Thomas Morley highest noteswhenRama is mentioned.

Ayodhya you are. Is there none to (1558-1603) make fascinating reading A subtle humour is also seen some-
question you?” Thenhe chides himself even today. “Ifthe subject be light, you times. He uses the ragaSarasangivA\\ch
for uttering such things, and God for must cause your music to go in motions itself means a beautiful woman to de-

provoking him. “Having affectionately which carry with them a celerity. When cry feminine blandishments. The raga

sung your praises, should I, in the end,

have to say all these things?”

We should now be able to accept

Tyagaraja as a philosopher and, since

he expressed his philosophy in lyrics,

as also a philosopher-poet like the Tho-

mas Aquinas ofPange lingua gloriosi.

But this poet is a singer, the lyric is a

song andwe have still to understand his

greatest contribution. Music, for him,

was the ideal means ofGod-realisation.
In one ofhis songs, he asks us to place

God on the bejewelled pedestal of
musical sound. Elsewhere he says that

God is the bird of beautiful plumage (a) etc.

caughtwithinthecageofmusical sound.

Music is not perfect unless it has both

melodic form {raga) and devotional

ardour (anuraga). In another song, he

defines the perfect song. “It expounds

the truths ofthe exalted Upanishads, is

distinguished by correct placements of

notes, rhythmic turns and pauses, re-

flects true devotion, is sweet outside

and inside like grapes and is rich in the j$. Bach , Fugue in D major (a) as notated
, with rythms written inFrench overture

entire gamut of feelings.” style; (b) as these rythms may be interpreted by sharpening them in performance:
It is a simple definition, but it meant

a great resolution. For, just prior to your matter signifieth ascending high Pratapa Varali which denotes valour is

Tyagaraja, musical performances had heaven, you must make your music used when he teases Rama with the

become tremendous displays of virtu- ascend. Where your ditty speaketh of questionhow,distinguishedwarriorthat

osity and the treatment ofa single raga descending lowness, you must make he is, was routed by Sita in a game of
sometimes lasted two days. The lyric your music descend.” chess. A very difficult modal shift of
was drowned in the musical elabora- Morley would have elaborated his the tonic is achieved from Bhairavam
tion. This happened in Europe also, in theory more fully if he had lived after to Yaman Kalyani when Tyagaraja ac-

the sixteenth century, and the Council Tyagaraja and had been able to study cuses Rama of discriminating between
of Trent decided grimly to save the his compositions. In a Kharaharapriya his favourites and strangers,

devotional hymn, by abandoning mu- composition, when the stars are men- Three major dangers confront the

sic if necessary. Church music was tioned, high notes are used. In another endeavour to wed lyric and song. The
saved by Palestrina who showed that composition, Tyagaraja asks his mind first is that the lyrical text may be
melody could be elaborated without why it tries to enternarrowand crooked massacred to meet the demands of
destroying the lyric. Tyagaraja’s lanes leaving the royal highway of de- music. A.E. Housman had to voice his

achievement was as great a landmark, votion to God-realisation. The lower protest frequently about this. “Vaughan
YetanotherEuropeananalogywould notes are used when the narrow lanes Williams has cut two verses out ofmy

be even more fruitful because it clearly are mentioned and the high notes for Is My Team Ploughing

?

I wonder how
reveals the difficulties of the achieve- the royal highway. Further, the gran- he would like me to cut two bars out of
ment. There was a fip^fusion ofpoetry deur of the highway is brought out in his music.” When the composer him-

and music in the English lutenists ofthe the slow tempo in which the composi- selfis a gifted poet, as in the case ofthe
sixteenth and early seventeenth cen- tion is set. In another song, the notes English lutenists and Tyagaraja, t^iis

tury. It was a perfect marriage where swing to and fro when he describes the difficulty is sensitively solved. The
the lyrical line and the melodic line swinging locks of Rama. second danger is that the melodic line

were equal partners. Not only were the In compositions which embody the may assume a greater importance and
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even poor quality lyrics full of cliches

may be used if they are flexible for

musical handling. Many specimens of

the German, Elizabethan and Tudor
lute songs are rather poor reading as

poetry. Here again, if the composer is

an inspired poet, gems will be pro-

duced like Dowland’s In Darkness Let

Me Dwell The intense devotion of

Tyagaraja guaranteed a uniformly high

literary inspirationofhis compositions.

The third danger is the greatest. The
demands of the lyric may peg the mu-
sical texture at a bare, simple level.

This happened in the case of the En-

glish song, and its later evolution tried

to weld a rich polyphonic accompani-

ment to the line ofthe lyric. Someofthe
English madrigals managed this su-

perbly. Purcell went still further but did

not quite escape the danger that music

and lyric would part company and the

lyric would ask for a divorce on the

grounds of ill-treatment by the music.

Tyagaraja’s greatest triumph lies in his

solution ofthis problem. A simple way
of maintaining the integrity of the de-

votional lyric would have been to go
back to the recitative style of temple

worship. But that would have been
musically bare. On the other hand, to

imitate the virtuosity of the great clas-

sical singers would have yielded rich

Just as the great organ

fugues ofBach grow out of

simple thematic cells, the

kirtan ofTyagaraja

develops out ofsimple

lyrical ideas into complex

but integrated musical

patterns.

musical tissue, but the lyric would have
been completely drowned. Tyagaraja

solved thisproblemby evolving a form,
as clearas thatofthe Petrarchansonnet,

for this type of song and fixing a style

for its rendering. The elements of this

form (pallavi, anupallavi, charanam)

demanded and satisfied the architec-

tonic inspiration by allowing the expo-

sition of a melodic mould or raga

through opening, progression and fur-

ther development. The main device for

enriching the musical tissue was the

sangati or the variation. The variations

start with a simple melodic statement

and go on to their progressive elabora-

tion. The treatment thus becomes fugal

and just as the great organ fugues of
Bach growout ofsimple thematic cells.

the kirtan ofTyagaraja develops out of

simple lyrical ideas into complex but

integrated musical patterns.

But he is ever alert to hold together

feeling, lyrical text and musical elabo-

ration. “Every variation should be jus-

tified by emotional propriety and con-

textual relevance,” he says in a song.

And he himself brilliantly exemplified

hisownprecept. Take the song. Whydo
you not listen to my lament? Every

musical variation here expresses a dif-

ferent shade ofthe feelingofagony and

despair and they build up a gradual

crescendo, like a Bach toccata. The
emotion inthe toccata is not verbalised.

Here it is and, therefore, the crescendo

is oneofboth the poetic content and the

musical development.

This articfe is an extract from a
larger article called Two Great

Publishers in a book called —
Krishna Chaitanya — A ' Profile

subjects. Weacknowledge hisrecent
death in our section on Tributes.
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The

Bangalore Pub Crawl

MARK FINEMAN

M ichael Jackson’s ‘Black or

White’ was blastingthrough

Pub World the other night,

and Rocky the bartender was drawing
his 100th or so pitcher of draft as

Ramjee Chandran, Bangalore’s self-

described ‘Pusher of Pubs’ and
‘Booster of Beer,’ led an American
visitor through yet another stop along

what surely ranks as India’s most in-

congruous guided tour: The Banga-
lore Pub Crawl.

“Let’s see,” the swarthy and urbane

Chandran began, squeezing through

plaid-cushioned bar stools, high-

backed booths and the oak-barrel tables

that fill Pub World. “These four guys

against the bar here are definitely jun-

ior execs with one of the high-tech

firms in town. Those guys dancing

over there, by that mural of the New
York city skyline, they’re definitely

students, probably at one of the city’s

science institutes.”

Pointing toward a bearded Europe-

an seated across the bar and chatting

with a South Indian in a suede jacket

and wire-rimmed glasses, Chandran
continued: “That’s probably one of

the resident foreign collaborators, dis-

cussing profit margins or some such

thing with his local joint-venture part-

ner. And there, through the Wild West
saloon doors over there, those are a

bunch of the ad boys.”

And this was just the beginning.

Pub World is just one ofthe 1 50 or

so Western-style watering holes on
the pub circuit in this most extraordi-

nary South Indian city. Just around the

comer from Pub World, for example,

on a street choked with motorized

rickshaws, wandering cows, men in

loincloths and women in saris, there is

the Black Cadillac, complete with al-

fresco tables, garden umbrellas and

restrooms labelled ‘Elton John’ and

‘Olivia Newton John.’

There’s the Take Five pub with live

jazz on weekends a few miles away,

not far from a hamburger joint called

Indiana Fast Foods and just down the

street from an old colonial theatre that

screens Hindi movies about Hindu
myths and gods. And then there’s the

19, Church Street Pub, with videos of

Madonna writhing half-naked on a

giant-screen television, next door to a

cabaret with a live floorshowChandran
describes as “Sonny Liston in a bi-

kini.”

All of it is just a few doors from one
ofthe city’s oldest Catholic churches,

a holdover from the era of British

colonial domination that gave Banga-
lore its first taste ofthe Westmore than
a century ago.

Taken together, the scene is a diz-

zying blend ofAmerican glitz, British

kitsch and Indian nouveau riche, all

against the backdrop of the impover-

ished, medieval and mystical Indian

nation.

But behind Bangalore’s bar scene

is a cultural phenomenon with few
parallels, in a world careening madly
into the strange new era of the ’90s.

Fuelled by India’s emerging middle

class - a new generation that experts

now say includes as many as 12% of

the nation’s 850 million people - the

pubs of Bangalore dramatically illus-

trate the enormous social and physical

impact of consumerism and dispos-

able income on traditionally socialist

India.

The pubs mirror Bangalore itself -

a multicultural oasis of suave sophis-

tication, urbanization and high-tech

science that has come to symbolize

what many modem Indians hope for

the future of their vast and strife-torn

nation as a whole. Nicknamed the

‘Silicon Plateau,’ the city draws so

many upwardly mobile migrants from
throughout India that it has been one
of the world’s fastest growing me-
tropolises during the last two decades.

“Really, Bangalore is unlike any

other city in this country— maybe in

the world,” said Ramjee Chandran,

who concedes he is a shameless pro-

moter of his city, as well as his own
slick, bimonthly entertainment guide,

‘Bangalore This Fortnight.’

“On one level, OK, the reason for

the pub culture here is that the country’s
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largest brewery is located right in the

heart of the city, which means that

when a pub is running out of beer, the

bartender just makes a local call and,

within minutes, a little guy on a bi-

cycle comes riding up with another

keg in tow.

But it is more than that. In many
ways it is like an urban laboratory.

Bangalore’s growth as a centre for

computers, electronics, management
institutes ,

satellite technology ,
defense

research and the lot has attracted lin-

guistic groups all over India. High-

tech means the West. So now, you’ve

got this weird mix of East and West

here - not just in the pubs but every-

where in the city.”

Take Chandran himself. He is a

Hindu Brahmin of traditional South

Indian upbringing, a 33-year-old en-

trepreneur who has traveled often to

Europe and America. Now, in addi-

tion to publishing the entertainment

guide to Bangalore’s burgeoning in-

dustry of pubs, cabarets, restaurants,

shops and luxury hotels, he also serves

as the Indian sales representative for a

Florida-based manufacturer of state-

of-th'e-art phototypesetting machines.

Writing in his own guide, Chandran

described his hometown as a place

“where high-tech research coexists

with braided plaits and silk skirts,

where ancient rituals performed by a

priest precede the opening of a new
aeronautics research laboratory.

That same column went on to de-

scribe how a group of Bangalorean

scientists with doctorate degrees from

the West recently used a computer to

select the inauguration date for a high-

tech research laboratory in the city.

The software: a locally designed

astrology program. The title of the

inaugural speech: ‘How Superstition

Retards the Scientific Mind.’

Such contradictions, though, run

deep in Bangalore, where it is equally

easy to find street beggars on the very

same corner that advertises the ‘Indian

Centre for Artificial Intelligence and

Robotics;’ where rapid growth has

filled the city with satellite-TV dishes

but made water so scarce, that each

resident gets less than a tenth of the

international daily standard for drink-

ing and bathing.

Clearly , Bangalore’s boom abounds
with complications and setbacks.

“The blending of East and West is

good, of course,” said P. Ramiah, the

lifelong Bangalorean who runs the

city’s regional edition of the presti-

gious national daily newspaper. The

Hindu. “The key is to find a judicious

mixing of Western civilization and

our own culture.”

Bangalore Mayor Kalasappa
Narayana Swamy speaks of “the price

we’re paying for paradise.” The insti-

tutes and industries that are the high-

powered magnets for India’s new gen-

eration of entrepreneurs have over-

taxed the government’s meagre re-

sources to such an extent that he now
wonders whether ultimately they will

be the ruin of the city they helped

create.

Already, Bangalore’s water must

be pumped in from a river 100 miles

distant, as part of a continuing

multibillion-dollar supply project that

will still satisfy only one-fifth of the

city’s current water needs.

Traffic is a nightmare. Due largely

to Bangalore’s nouveau riche, the city

of 4.6 million now boasts 640,000

vehicles - just 10,000 fewer than the

entire metropolis of Bombay and its

10 million residents. Pollution is fast

destroying the idyllic climate that con-

tributed heavily to Bangalore’s draw.

So are skyrocketing property values,

which have increased 100-fold in just

10 years.

“We have now reached optimum

growth,” said Bangalore’s veteran pub-

licity director, Jayarama Reddy. “Any

future growth is not fair or safe or

healthy for our people. It’s just not

humanly possible.”

Editor Ramiah is concerned about

more than the physical impact of the

city’s rapid urbanization.

“You see, in a metropolis like

Bangalore, where so many cultures

have come together, it is the Western

culture and the desire for all things

Western that has become the only,

common, cementing force, “Ramiah

said. “It is the one common denomina-

tor of all these cultures that have mi-

grated here from all over India. Even

the language - many of the Indians

here can only communicate with each

other in English because their native

tongues are so different.

“But you can’t just dream of what

progress should be and then do noth-

ing to accommodate it. There is the

widening gap between rich and poor,

a city literally bursting at its seams

and, of course, a whole new genera-

tion losing its roots and values.

For example, when there is a natu-

ral calamity in India, we say: ‘OK.

This is the will of God.’ But in the

West, you go rush to a psychiatrist and

get some treatment and pay out hun-

dreds ofdollars. We have a lot to learn

from the West. Yet, the fact remains,

you might have material wealth, but,

you don’t have the internal strength

and the personal will to handle life’s

calamities, the wealth is just not

enough.”

Ramiah’s argument brings to mind

the warning of the man who founded

the city in 1537 - a Hindu prince

history describes as “a visionary chief-

tain.” Kempe Gowda, or Gowda I as he

came to be known, ordered £our or-

nate, granite pillars to be erected on

widely scattered sites far outside his

new village of Bangalore. Together,

the pillars formed a huge, imaginary

square - the boundaries, said Gowda I,

beyond which the settlement should

never be allowed to grow.

Today, far beyond those pillars,

there are dozens of factories and re-

search institues, a sprawling 500-acre

compound called Electronics City,

scores of high-rise apartment blocks

and
,
yes , a few ofthe better stops along

the Bangalore Pub Crawl.

Contributed by

:

Sylvia D Cruz

SDNA The best Indian creations, furniture, carpets, horhe fufriishings

Sri Aurobindo Centre, Adchini, New Phone: 662360.
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The I or the ego has

crept all pervadingly

into our culture. Per-

haps nowhere else in the world has the

human race become so insecure about

its own identity that it needs to con-

stantly remind itself of its greatness.

“What is your good name, please?” is

an often heard question. Implicit in its

application, it contains the meaning,

“What is your bad name, otherwise?”

Ultimately, it is all a matter ofname,

fame, highflying, climbing, moving,

shaking, of joining the ranks....all to

what end ? Fame is but ten minutes

under the sun. We celebrate birthdays

after a dear departed has been buried

and buried well. I have never under-

stood these 114th birth anniversary

celebrations in the 40th year of death.

It can only happen here.

Culture. That great word encom-

passes more than the human mind can

contain. Eliot wrote a whole treatise on

the subject - Towards the Meaningand

Understanding ofthe Word Culture. In

1 994 inlndia today, what does it mean?

Sensitivity, breeding, substance? Less

ofthese and more ofmoney and power.

We may have celebrated five thousand

years of our great heritage through

countless tamctshas. Festivals ofIndia,

Utsavs , but is there a living culture

other than the packaged one? Yes, it

lives when thousands gather in Puri to

pull and push the rath or sacred chariot

during the Jagannath Yatra . Has our

culture degenerated to paan spitting

and peeing democratically?

The new Maharajas ofIndia are the

bureaucrats. Look at their style, out-

reach and pompousness. Politicians^

least, have to go through the grind of

games, elections and survival. What

does a babu do? Slog and sit through an

exam, which, with Mandal recommen-

dations has been made easier. There are

categories and categories of the privi-

leged but nothing to beat these learners

TEN DEGREE SQUINT

A column inspired by a

sek&oltfdmi

philosophersfounded by

) .
Antisthenes,popularly

known as the School of

Cynics. THEEYE will

amidst

bundles ofhope and

idealism , one such cynic

at..everything. We hope

this column appeals to the

diehard cynic who woke

; stubbed his toe and hated

the world. The writer
9
s

views (which are

expressed in a rather

humorous tone) are his

by rote who get into the civil service (at

the nth attempt) and rule the roost

forever. Ensconced in their Shastri

Bhavans (poor Shastri,to have to suffer

this disgrace), they drive around on tax

payers’ money when they are not driv-

ing you mad with their rule iv, section

66, subhead vii jargon. Their sole pur-

pose is to protect their areas of influ-

ence, increase it by the time they retire

and provide for at least three genera-

tions thereafter, by the time they be-

come nobodies.

And we celebrate culture. The great

glory of this heritage of ours, which in

fact, died with the Guptas in the early

part ofthis AD. No j not with the Guptas

and Aggarwals and other banias but

Chandragupta. The last inkling of this

greatness continued down south,

through the Cheras, Pandyas, Cholas,

whose power reached Malaysia, Indo-

nesia and Bali. After the 1 1th century,

okay 12th to be generous, there has

been little culture to show, for then the

barbarian influence eclipsed all. Cer-

tainly, outward manifestations in ar-

chitecture continued and many impor-

tant and beautiful specimens arose; but

in free India today, anyone can break or

demolish, ifnot claim or take credit, for

reversing history. Ayodhya is a

reminder of what we are capable of.

In the land ofShantiniketans there is

very little shanti . On a visit to this

celebrated campus, I ask the university

bookshop for an English copy of

Geetanjali . And the paan chewing

Bhadralok said, “Out of print, dadd\

Tagore, in his own setting, is in short

supply or the system has shortchanged

Tagore. We talk of the Information

Age. The sole purpose of the custodi-

ans of information is to sit in custody;

the less anyone knows, the better. Igno-

rance is bliss and bliss is moksha. You
stand delivered.

Today, in a country ofnine hundred

plus millions, there are not even nine

truly greats. Really, count the number

ofpeople you can look up to. Look up

to not in the sense of height of an

Amitabh Bachchan, but in the stature

of substance and significance. Mother

Theresa is first and foremost with her

personal example of selfless service;

the Shankaracharyas of various

peethams (?), Kiran Bedi....who else?

Khaimar today, Seshan now (where

were his values all these days, when he

served the government gloriously?)

Who else on a national level? Remem-
ber that the Satyajit Rays and Zubin

Mehtas are gone, either permanently or

physically stationed out. Our list can-

not go beyond the magical number of

mystery: multiply anything by nine.
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the total ofthe end number will be nine

(9 x 3 = 27. 2 + 7 - 9). So please write

in your choice ofnine living greats , so

we can learn if they are among those

who live in the Andamans orMauritius.

It is thus, this paucity, because we
have become a mediocre race today.

We have the talent but we have abused

it. Subservient to self interest, we have

forgotten the larger good. India, once

the light of Asia, nay the world, with

figures like Vivekananda, has little to

offer today, hence the packaging of

culture. When real education is dismal,

then, excuse in the form of historical

reasons become an important tool for

justification. VIP culture thrives and

amongst the mail I received, there was

an invitation to attend a ‘VIP Medita-

tion Camp’ by one Bharat Nirman So-

ciety. Societies like these need to medi-

tate on the issue. VIP. Why does one

need to be an important person? What

is importance about ? I remember some-

one once said, ‘For a human to be

We talk ofthe

Information Age. The

solefmrpose ofthe

custodians of

fr^i^nation is to sit in

fsu^^fthe less anyone

^ knd^vs^the better.

Igi^fdnce is bliss and

f^s^Itbksha. You

stand delivered.

important, it is more important to be

human’. Peoples’ representatives to-

day, need protection from people them-

selves.

India is a country of great potential

and most people find their potentiali-

ties utilised outside the country. The

brain - drain was not a simple popula-

tion explosion problem. It was more a

questionofattitudes. Howdo you func-

tion in a system that is basically dishon-

est? Judges are for sale, then, where is

redressal? That is why when ‘Run For

Your Country’ kind ofsports events are

organised, most say, ‘Run from your

country’. And Mera Bharat is not only

mahaan but beimaan too!

He Ram ! or Rahim or whatever you

will.

AsMsh Khokaf is 0:-.criito;'
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One Vishnusharman shrewdly gleaning

All wordly wisdom *s inner meaning

,

In thesefive books the

charm compresses

Ofall such books the worldpossesses.

Pancbafanfrci
It is said that an ounce ofsense contained in the Panchatantra is

better than a ton ofscholarship. Most ofus arefamiliar with itfrom

our childhoodas 'once-upon-a-time ’ stories andhave readthem in

abridgedforms or in comics . Rarely have we encountered a literal

translation in verseform . Indeed
',
these wise verses, often epigram-

matic in style
,
go to make the realcharacterofthePanchatantra. The

stories are charming when regarded aspure narrative , but it is the

beauty, wisdom and wit ofthe verses which lift the Panchatantra

above the best story books.

The Panchatantra is a 'niti shastra ' or textbook of ‘niti '. The word

‘niti 'roughlymeans the 'wiseconductoflife \ Itiswitty, mischievous

andprofoundly sane. The word, 'Panchatantra' means, the *Five

Books *, the 'Pentateuch \ Each ofthefive books are independent,

consistingofafrawingstorywith numerous, insertedstories, toldby

one oranotherofthe characters ofthe main narrative. The device of

theframing story is familiar in oriental works, as in the Arabian

Nights. The large majority ofthe actors are animals, who have, of

course, afairly constant character. Thus, the lion is strong, but dull

ofwit, thejackal, crafty, the heron stupid, the cat, a hypocrite. The

animalactorspresentfarmore vividlyandshrewdly, undeceivedand

free ofall sentimentality, a view, thatpiercing the humbug ofevery

false ideal, reveals with incomparable wit, thesources oflastingjoy.

And this is how it happened. .

.

I
n the southern country is a city tangle ofrays oflight fromjewels in the

called Maiden’s Delight. There diadems of mighty kings who knelt

lived a king named Immortal Power, before him. He had reached the far

He was familiar with all the works shore of all the arts that embellish life-

dealing with the wise conduct of life. This king had three sons. Their names
His feet were made dazzling by the were Rich-Power, Fierce-Power and
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Endless-Power and they were supreme

block-heads.

Now when the king perceived that

theywere hostile to education
,
he sum-

moned his counsellors and said.

“Gentlemen, it is known to you that

these sons of mine, being hostile to

education, are lacking in discernment.

So when I behold them, my kingdom

brings me no happiness, though all

external thorns are drawn. For there is

wisdom in the proverb:

Ofsons unborn, or dead, orfools,

Unborn or dead will do:

They cause a little grief, no doubt;

Butfools, a long life through.

and again:

To what goodpurpose can a cow
That brings no calfnor milk be bent?

Or why beget a son who proves

A dunce and disobedient?

Some means must therefore be de-

vised to awaken their intelligence.”

And they, one after another, re-

plied; “O King, first one learns gram-

mar, in twelve years. Ifthis subject has

somehow been mastered, then one

masters the books on religion and prac-

tical life. Then the intelligence awak-

ens.

But one oftheir number, a counsel-

lor named Keen said: “O King, the

duration of life is limited, and the

verbal sciences require much time for

mastery. Therefore let some kind of

epitome be devised to wake their intel-

ligence. There is a proverb that says:

Since verbal sciences have

nofinal end,

Since life is short, and

obstacles impend.

Let centralfacts be picked and

firmlyfixed.

As swans extract the milk

with water mixed.

“Now, there is a Brahmin here

named Vishnusharman, with a reputa-

tion for competence in numerous



PANCHATANTRA

THE STORY OF THE LAST

ictortheJackaLseekingevery

avenue to poison his master

RustytheLion’smind againstLively

the BuIl,toldhimthe storyofCreep,

a louse who lived with her large

family in the comerofa king’s bed,

prospering on his royal blood. One

flay, a flea named Leap chanced

upon the bed. Rejoicing in its

exceptional comfort, he came upon

Creep, who forthwith ordered him

out Leap, however, desired to stay

on and partake of the royal blood

too. He prevailed upon her sense of

hospitality: x,x

The Brahman reverencesfire,

Himselfthe lowercastes ’ desire;

The wife reveres her husband

dear;

Bui all ihe world must guests

Reluctantly, she agreed, warning

himto bite the king’s feet onlywhen

he was fatigued or asleep. But the

famished flea bit the king too soon,

whereupon the latter awoke in a

rage. Servants searched the bed for

the offending insect. Leap hid in a

crevice, but hapless Creep and her

familywere foundand exterminated

instantly. Thus did Victor caution

Rusty against the perils of sharing

house with strangers.

xX further of the

dah^xmj^dfidng his old,trusty

servants in favour of strange, new

onea.yiCtOrto :

THE BLUE JACKAL

The Blue Jackal

sciences. Entrust the princes to him.

He will certainly make them intelli-

gent in a twinkling.

When the king had listened to this,

he summonedVishnusharman and said,

“Holy sir, as a favour to me you must

make these princes incomparable mas-

ters ofthe art ofpractical life. In return,

I will bestow upon you a hundred land

grants.”

And Vishnusharman made this an-

swer to the king, “O king, listen; Here

is the plain truth. I am not the man to

sell good learning for a hundred land

grants. But if I do not, in six month’s

time, make the boys acquainted with

the art of intelligent living, I will give

up my own name. Let us cut the matter

short. Listen to my lion roar. My boast-

ing arises from no greed for cash. Be-

sides, I have no use for money; I am
eighty years old, and all the objects of

sensual desire have lost their charm.

But in order that your request may be

granted, I will show a sporting spirit

with reference to artistic matters. Make
a note ofthe date. IfI fail to renderyour

sons, in six month’s time, incompara-

ble masters of the art of intelligent

living, then His Majesty is at liberty to

show me His Majestic bare bottom.”

When the king, surrounded by his

counsellors, had listened to the

Brahmin’s highly unconventional

promise, he was dumbstruck. He en-

trusted the princes to him, and experi-

enced supreme content.

Meanwhile, Vishnusharman took

the boys, went home, and made them

learn by heart, five books which he

composed and called

(i) The Loss of Friends

(ii) The Winning of Friends

(iii) Crows and Owls

(iv) Loss of Gains

(v) Ill-considered Action.

These the princes learned, and in

six month’s time they answered the

prescription. Since that day this work
on the art of intelligent living, called

Panchatantra, or the Five Books, has

travelled the world, aiming at awaken-

ing the intelligence in the young.

T here was once a jackal named
Fierce-Howl, who lived in a cave

near the suburbs of a city. One day he

was hunting for food
,
his throatpinched

with hunger, and wandered into the city

after nightfall. There the city dogs

snapped at his limbs with their sharp-

pointed teeth, and terrified his heart

with their dreadful barking, so that he

stumbled thisway and that in his efforts

to escape and happened into the house

of a dyer. There he tumbled into a

tremendous indigo vat, and all the dogs

went home.

Presently the jackal - further life

being predestined - managed to crawl

out of the indigo vat and escaped into

the forest. There all the thronging ani-

mals in his vicinity caught a glimpse of

his body dyed with the juice of indigo,

and crying out: “What is this creature

enriched with that unprecedented

color?” they fled, their eyes dancing

with terror, and spread the report: “Oh,
oh! Here is an exotic creature that has

dropped from somewhere. Nobody
knows what his conduct might be, or

his energy. We are going to vamoose.
For the proverb says:

Where you do not know
Conduct, stock, andpluck,

‘Tis not wise to trust,

Ifyou wishfor luck ’
*

Now Fierce-Howl perceived their

dismay, and called to them: “Come,
come, you wild things! Why do you
flee in terror at sight of me? For Indra

realizing that the forest creatures have
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no monarch, anointed me - my name is

Fierce-Howl - as your king. Rest in

safety within the cage formed by my
resistless paws”
On hearing this, the lions, tigers,

leopards, monkeys, rabbits, gazelles,

jackals, and other species of wild life

bowed humbly, saying: “Master, pre-

scribe to us our duties.” Thereupon he

appointed the lion prime minister and

the tiger, lordofthe bedchamber,while

the leopard was made custodian ofthe

king's betel, the elephant doorkeeper,

and the monkey , the bearer ofthe royal

parasol. But to all the jackals, his own
kindred, he administered a cuffing, and

drove them away. Thus he enjoyed the

kingly glory, while lions and others

killed food-animals and laid them be-

fore him. These he divided and distrib-

uted to all after the manner of kings.

While time passed inthis fashion,he

was sitting one day in his courtwhen he
heard the sound made by a pack of

jackals howling near by. At this his

body thrilled, his eyes filled with tears

ofjoy, he leaped to his feet, and began

to howl in a piercing tone. When the

lions and others heard this, they per-

ceived that he was ajackal, and stood

foramomentshamefacedanddown- j

cast, then they said: “Look! We
|

havebeendeceivedby thisjackal.

Let the fellow be killed.”

when he heard this, he en

IJPP

deavored to flee , butwas tom to bits by

a tiger and died.

“And that is why I say:

Whoever leaves hisfriends...

and the rest of it."

Then Rusty asked: “How am I do

recognize that he is treacherous? And
what is his

WB fighting
W tech-

nique?” And Victor answered: “For-

merly he would come into the presence

ofmy lord and king with limbs relaxed.

Iftoday he approaches timidly , in obvi-

ous readiness to thrust with his horns,

then the king may understand that he

has treadiery in mind
”

Hereupon Victor rose and visited

Lively. To him, also, he showed him-

self sluggish, like one penetrated by
discouragement. Therefore Lively

said: “My good fellow, are you in

spirits?” To which he replied: “How
can a dependent be in spirits? For you
know

They see their wealth in others *power
Who wait upon a king;

They evenfear to lose their lives:

A doleful song they sing.

Again

:

With birth begin the sorrows which

Forever after cling

,

The never ending train ofwoes

s
In service ofa king

.

'%

Five deaths-in-Iife sage Vyasa notes

With well-known epic swing:

The poor man, sick man, exile, fool,

And servant ofa king.

Hisfood repels; he dare not say

An independent thing;

Though sleepless, he is not awake

Who hangs upon a king,

.

The common phrase f

a dog’s life* has

A mostpersuasive ring:

But dogs can do the things they, like;

A slave obeys his king.



The servant lives as lives the saint
t

Yet is not saint, but sinner.

He cannot do the things he would;

He serves another *s mind;

He sells his body. How can such

A wretch contentmentfind?

According to the lesser distance

,

A servant uses morepersistence
In watchingfor his master's whim
And trembling at the sight ofhim:
And this because -fire, a king

,

Are double namefor single thing

,

A burning thing that men can stand

Afar, but not too close at hand.

Whatflavor has a tidbit, though

It be as good as good.
Soft, dainty, melting in the mouth.

Ifbrought by servitude?

To sum it all up:

What is myplace? My time? My
friends?

Expenditure or dividends?

And what am I? And what my power?
So must oneponder hour by hour

.

Alter listening to this. Lively said,

perceiving that Victor had a hidden

purpose in mind: “Tell me, my good
fellow, what you wish to imply.” And
Victor answered: “Well, you are my
friend. I cannot help telling you what is

to your profit Here goes. The master.

Rusty, is filled with wrath against you.

And he said today: ‘1 will kill Lively

and provide a feast for all who eat

meat. v0fcourse, I fell into deep dejec-

tion on hearing this. Now you must do

what the crisis demands.

To Lively this report was like the
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fall of a thunderbolt, and he fell into

deep dejection. Yet as Victor’s words

were always plausible, he grew more
and more troubled, fell into panic, and

said: “Yes, the proverb is right:

Women oft are tricked by scamps;

Kings with rascals oft agree;

Toward the skinflints money drifts;

Rain on mountainsfalls and sea.

Ah, me! Ah, me! What is this that has

You serve your king most heedfully.

Ofcourse. Who could complain?

But enmity as your reward
Is unexpectedpain.

And again:

Ifone is angry, giving cause.

Remove it, and the wrath willpause:

But how may man propitiate

A mind that harbors causeless hate?

Who does notfear the scoundrels
9

art

The causeless hate, theflinty heart?

For ever ready venom drips

Resistlessfrom his serpent-lips.

The stupid king-swan pecks by night

At starshine, in the water bright,

Believing it a lotus white;-

Then,fearing stars when shines the

sun.

Avoids the lotus: Everyone

Who dreads a trap, will blessings

shun.

Alas! What wrong have I done our

master Rusty?’.’

“Comrade,” said Victor, “kings love

to injure without reason, and they seek

out the vulnerable spot in an adver-

sary.” “True, too true,” said Lively.

“There is wisdom in the verse:

The serpent sandal-trees defiles;

In lotus-ponds lurk crocodiles;

The slanderer makes virtue vain:

No blessing lacks attendantpain

.

No lotus decks the mountain height;

From scoundrels issues nothing

right;

To saints no change ofheart is

known;

Rice never sproutsfrom barley sown.

Nobility's constraints

Arefelt by gracious saints,

Who bear good deeds in mind
Forget the other kind.

“Yet after all, the fault is mine,

because I made advances to a false

friend. As the story goes:

Harsh talk, untimely action,

Falsefriends - are worse than vain:

The swan in lilies sleeping,

Was by the arrow slain.
'

'

“Howwas that?” asked Victor. And
Lively told the story of

PASSION AND THE OWL

THE WORLD ^
It bums in the void.

Nothing upholds it.

Still it travels^

-Travelllnjg^th^'
:

:

-.-

Upheld by burning

Nothingjs still.

Burning it travels

The void upholds it

Still it is nothing.

Nothing it travels

A burning void

Upheld by stillness.

Kathleen Rairte
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I
n 1980 the D.D.A. was hosting a

seminar on The Future ofNew
Delhi . At one point in the after-

noon, in that pleasant post-lunch

hour, when pious platitude followed

pious platitude,someone asked a simple

and sensible question, in the manner of

the child in TheEmperor 'sNew Clothes.

The audience turned to look and - hor-

rors! it was a child - a schoolboy. The
senior officials were disconcerted - Te
bachcheyahankyakarrahehein? (What

are these children doing here?)- and the

little group was told gently but firmly

that they could not participate in this

‘adults only’ ritual. But the children did

not give up their interest in the future of

Delhi. They became college students,

and many ofthem are now busy profes-

sionals. Butthe little group theyfounded

,

Kalpavriksh
, has not disappeared, and

has gone from strengthto strength. Start-

ing with a small but excellently com-
piled newsletter, they have since pub-

lished a series of .clearly written and

useful books on green areas, birds and

the Sardar Sarovar Project, allrefleeting

the research and activist work being

done by a group that is alert, well-

informed and, most important,prepared

to give time for worthwhile causes.

Respect and concern for the environ-

ment was a way of life in India. No

longer. In this world of‘developers’ and

‘promoters’ who develop their sense of

greed and promote their own interests,

those who talk of the Indian tradition

would do well to emulate Kalpavriksh

and think nationally and act locally.

ThePioneeron24thJuly, 1994,carried

a fairly prominent piece on the Delhi

government’s ‘massive drive to green

Delhi’— 60,000 saplings, ministers deli-

cately toying with spades, and the rest of

the annual ceremony...which reminded

me of a comment by Mr. G.S. Khosla

some years ago that if all the saplings

planted at each vanamahotsav in Delhi

had grown into trees, there would be no
room for us to walk in the densejungle of

Delhi ! Thathas not happened,because the

same ministers who planted the saplings

go on to inaugurate with the same kar-

komal, flyovers, wider roads, stadiL.for

all ofwhich hundreds of full-grown trees

are cut. Therewas apleasantbusstop atIIT

Crossing, with moongphaliwalas (peanut

vendors) and lovely shady trees. Today,

there is a flyover, and a tiled pavement so

hot you could bake a cake on it. The
breeze, the shade, the under-growth has

gone forever, buried under tar and con-

crete. And we shrug and take it all as

something inevitable.

This superb book tells us it is not

inevitable. Vigilance and prompt action

can save the trees. In less than 100 pages

of well-laid out text, the authors explain

theurgencyoftheproblem,therulesofthe

governmentwhichwe should be aware of,

andusetoourandthe trees’ advantage,and

who to contact in which department. Delhi

is so overlaid with many departments of

government, national, local, military, with

the boundaries between New Delhi Mu-
nicipal area and Municipal Corporation of

Delhi not veiy clear, that many citizens

maybe putofffromacting simply because
they do not know which office or official

to address themselves to.

Thisbookshould bemade widely avail-

able in schools, colleges and in the offices

of residents’ associations. It would be a

good idea to have a Hindi translation, and

to have similar books prepared for other

towns, particularly places like Bangalore

which have a heritage of trees which any

city in the world would be proud to own.

ARNOLD TOYNBEE AND
DAISAKU IKEDA
CHOOSE LIFE
A DIALOGUE

EDITED BY RICHARD L. GAGE
OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
RS. 125.00

DAISAKU IKEDA
THE MAN AND HIS MISSION
N. RADHAKRISHNAN
NATIONAL CENTRE FOR
DEVELOPMENT EDUCATION
RS. 200.00

A.P. RAMANAN

^ ^ rji he horror! The horror!”

JL shouts the dying Kurtz in

Conrad’s Heart ofDarkness ( 1 899). It

is an existentialist cry anticipating the

horror that is to follow in the present

century. It is a horror which Conrad

confronts in the darkness of African

jungles, an apocalyptic vision that sig-

nifies a negation of human existence

and singularly identifies the pathetic

incapacity of man to survive against

the onslaughts of nature’s fury.

Choose Life purports to underline

the very same desperation that Conard
so graphically depicts in his novelette.

Through lively dialogues between two

great minds, the engrossing and pro-

vocative exchange of views bring to

focus the modem world’s predicament,

Daisaku Ikeda, the Oriental pacifist

and Toynbee, the Occidental historian

effectively complement each other in

pointing out the infirmities plaguing

the modern world and the necessity for

a more just and humane society. From
sex to salvation, from nature cure to

nuclear threat, the dialogue develops

into a valuable treatise, covering a

wide canvas. The book is divided into

three main sections: Personal and
SocialLife t PoliticalandInternational
Life and Philosophical and Religious

Life. These broad categories are fur-

ther divided into subsections which

concern themselves with one particu-

lar subject.

The spirit of humanism pervades

the entire book. The reader discerns in

it the philosophy ofnon-violence prop-

agated by Mahatama Gandhi and Mar-
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tin Luther King. It has been a long

journey from the time the bullets rid-

dled through the bodies of these para-

gons ofahimsa to the present day. Yet

the question still remains relevant and

that is what Ikeda and Toynbee have

strived to hold our interest on.

While Ikeda comprehends the tra-

vails of the modern world through the

Buddhist tradition, Toynbee, with his

deep sense of historical perceptions

analyses the ills that plague mankind

in the present time. Both have a stead-

fast conviction that the ultimate tri-

umph would be that of mind over

matter. Ikeda’s fervent appeal for the

preservation of unity of life and na-

ture, as enunciated in the Buddhist

concept ofEsho Fumi, is supplement-

ed by Toynbee’s idea of ‘reality-in-

itself . The emphasis is that man has a

consciousness, bestowed by life and

this grows in an ambience of equilib-

rium, which cannot be tampered with.

It goes to the credit of the

conversationists that they are able to

strike a harmonious tone insofar as the

ultimate solution to the problems faced

by mankind is concerned. Both have

underlined the importance of the role

of intellectuals and creative writers in

the society. There is no dichotomy

between individual sensitivity and

social obligation. As Toynbee ob-

serves, while science can only analyse

the ‘universal’ and the ‘common’, ar-

tistic sensibility is able to comprehend

the ‘particular’ and the ‘unique’ and

fuse this particularity to the universal-

ity of oneness of all.

In choosing a political system, em-

phasis has been laid on having a good

leader with proven qualities. The ap-

peal is to safeguard human dignity

through social justice. However, there

is no clear solution expostulated to

rectify the evils besetting our society.

In analysing the role of religion in

the building of civilizations, Toynbee

and Ikeda differ in their views. The
former believes that the production of

a surplus of food and other material

commodities has made possible the

creation of‘non-economic works’ such

as architecture, visual art, literature,

philosophy and science. Ikeda howev-

er, states that religion is the main-

spring that stimulates man to put his

surplus time and energy to meaningful

use. Both are in agreement that with

the decline of Christianity, the vacu-

um created has been replaced by three

other ‘religions’ namely, the belief in

progress through the application of

science to technology ,
nationalism and

communism. Ikeda points out the ba-

sic flaw in these ‘religions’ ,
that where-

as the older religions strove to control

human greed, these newer ones seem

to be employed for the liberation and

fulfilment of that very greed. They

conclude on the need for a new reli-

gion, one that combines the positive

aspect of science with philosophy.

Daisaku Ikeda - The Man and His

Mission gives a clear portrait of the

man whose mission in life has been to

bring about social transformation, by

using culture as an instrument for for-

going unity between the peoples ofthe

world. He is a leader of the socio-

cultural organisation Soka Gakkai,

based on the teachings of Mahayana
Buddhism. He firmly believes in the

cultural richness of individual groups.

According to him, exchanges between

the different groups would certainly

lead to a strongerrelationship amongst

the communities of the world. He has

been termed the ‘Ulysses of the twen-

ty-first century’ by the author for his

prolific writing and service to human-

ity, not only in the world of religion,

education and international under-

standing but also because of his inim-

itable contribution in the field of
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civilisation, literature and philosophy.

His vision of life proffers an end to the

malaise of mistrust that continues to

persist not only amongst different na-

tions but amongst individuals as well.

Truly Ikeda has carved out a niche for

himself in the world of human under-

standing. His life is an inspiration, no

doubt for every one. To quote his own
words

I goforward
Because I know that to look lightly on

reality

may mean disaster

I work hard at myfaith

I will be a beacon light,

a small andyet a great light

that thepeople can trust and take ease

in.

In both the works under review, the

topicality of the subject matter and its

eminent suitability forthe modern gen-

eration to reinvigorate the saggingspirit

have tremendous appeal. One remem-

bers the worlds of T.S. Eliot at this

juncture when he wrote:

We are hollow men,

We are stuffed men,

leaning against each other

,

our headpiece filled with straw.

The void, the deafening silence

which we confront in the world today

due to lack ofvalues and crumbling of

ethical props, have been dramatically

put forth by Ikeda and Toynbee. It is a

timely reminder of the impending ca-

tastrophe , ifmankind does not listen to

the admonitions signalled by natural

and material disasters occurring in

regular succession. Ifmankind turns a

deaf ear, it would be a great tragedy

and the day will not be far offwhen the

zephyr blowing from yonder would

write an epitaph on the desolate shores

of eternity - ‘Here lies the species that

annihilated itself .

Dr.A.P. Ratnamn isamemberof
the Indian Railways Traffic Ser-

vice and works in the Ministry of
Railways. Hehas special interest

in colonial literature and topics

ofcontemporaiy relevance„
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